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The present paper deals with a number of specimens which belong to 
different species of the genus Loxothylacus. When the collections of the 
Snellius Expedition were made special care was taken to collect Rhizo
cephala in large numbers, as the study of individual variation in this group 
promised interesting results. The present paper contains a few examples of 
the individual variation of some species, which manifests itself in striking 
differences. 1'0 emphasize the degree of variation the various specimens 
dealt with here are described at some length, afterwards a discussion is 
given of the differences among the specimens which are considered as to 
belong to the same species. It appears that these differences in many cases 
are enonnous. In some specimens which, because they show a common, 
yery peculiar character, are united into one species, there are other 
characters that are extremely variable, even to such a degree that on account 
of these characters one is inclined to give the individuals different speci fic 
or even generic rank. 

Even two of the 1110st typical characters of the genus Loxothylacus, viz., 
the distinctly curved male genital organs and the peculiar attachment of 
the visceral mass to the mantle (at some distance from the stalk), are not 
apparent or even absent in some of the specimens dealt with here. This 
shows that the sharp limit between the genera Sacculina and Loxothylacus 
is not as pronounced as previous investigations seemed to prove. Some of 
the specimens dealt with in the following pages would, if they had been 
present without any other specimens with partially common characters, have 
been described as representatives of the genus SaccUli1ta.. 

Smith (1906) created a new genus, H cterosaccus, for a species in which 
the mesentery is lacking, in contradistinction to SaCCUli1UJ which has a 
complete mesentery, running from the stalk to the mantle opening. All the 
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species of the genus H eterosacCfts, which I could study during the (:ourse 
of my work on the group, moreover possess distinctly curved male genital 
organs, so that the latter character could be regarded as of generic rank, 
again in contradistinction to SaccHlifta in which the chief course of the 
male organs is one in a ventro-dorsal direction. When later species were 
found in which there is a well developed, though incomplete mesentery (not 
reaching the mantle opening) and which besides have distinctly curved 
male organs, there was sufficient reason to erect for these species a new 
genus, Drepa1torchis (Boschma, 1927). Another difficulty arose when 
species were found with curved male organs and a complete mesentery. It 
proved, however, that these species differ frori1 the three genera last 
mentioned in a peculiar constant character, viz., the attachment of the 
visceral mass to the mantle at some distance from the stalk, so that the 
establishment of the genus Loxothylacus (Boschma, 1928a) was entirely 
justified. The twelve species of this genus, described in previous papers, 
distinctly show the generic characters. 

In dealing with the material of the Snellius Expedition I have strictly 
adhered to one important principle, viz., to unite into one species the various 
specimens which possess certain important common charactets, even when 
these specimens show individual differences of a pronounced character. 
An example may illustrate this. 'I'he five specimens numbered 722 A, 691 A, 
707 13/ 707 A, and 767 A ar unit cl into one species, chiefly because the 
excrescences of the external cuticle are of a peculiar type, different from 
what occurs in all other Sacculinidae: numerous small hairs between which 
there are sparsely distributed long spines. Moreover the five specimens 
are from the same locality and they are parasites of the same species of 
crab (Chlorodiella 1£~gra (Forsk.) ]). 1'he latter fact cannot be regarded as a 
specific character, it only adds to the probability of their specific identity. 
But now in these five specimens the male genital organs are of pronouncedly 
different shapes. In the specimens 722 A and 691 A these organs possess 
a distinct curve, in the specimens 707 Band 707 A the curve is practically 
absent, in specimen 767 A it is totally absent. Consequently on account of 
the shape of the male organs the two fo'rmer specimens ought to be classi
fied in the genus Loxothylac1J...f, th three latter in the genus Sacc1,{,li1ICl. If 
ollly the thr c latter specimens had been availabl' they might have been 
described as a species of SaccHliua, {or anolher important character of th~ 

I) Mi~s A. M. Buitendijk identified the ho~ts of the para~ites. As far as concern!l 
the Xanthidae it IS not absolutely certain that all the identifications are correct, even 
two specimens, belonging to the same species, provisionally must remain unnamed. 
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genus Lo:~othylacus (the attachment of the visceral mass to the mantle 
at some distance from the stalk) is not pronounced here. On the other hand 
in the specimens with distinctly curved male organs the visceral mass is 
definitely separated from the stalk, so that in every respect they are 
typical representatives of the genus LoxothylacHs. 

In the present paper the characters of each specimen are described at 
some length. Afterwards the reasons for uniting a number of specimens into 
one species are given. In this way the strong individual variation at once 
becomes apparent. 

When founding the genus Loxothylactts- I indicated SaccHlitla corculum 
Kossmann as the type species of this genus (Boschma, I9~8 a, p. 7). This 
species indeed shows the generic characters in a strongly pronounced 
manner: the visceral mass is attached to the mantle at a considerable distance 
from the stalk, the mesentery is complete, and the male genital organs are 
distinctly curved. In later papers some other species of the genus were 
described, so that the number of species now amounts to twelve, the chief 
particulars of which are given below. 

I. LoxothylacHs corc~tlum (Kossmann, 1872). 

Type specimen on Atergatis floridus (L.) from Bohol Island, P. 1. 
Kossmann (1872, p. 27; 1874, p. 123) gives the following description of 

the cuticular excrescences and the genital organs: 
"Die Cuticula des M<l;ntels ist van theilweise ziemlich erheblicher Dicke, 

namentlich auf der Abdominalseite und am meisten in der Umgebung der 
Manteloffnung (0,04-0,1 mm., wobei die Verdickung am Russel unbe
rucksichtigt geblieben ist). U eber die ganze Oberfliiche des Mantels verstreut 
finden sich Dornen, welche, auf der Stemalseite in der Niihe des Mundes 
fast unmerklich, auf der Abdominalseite, und namentlich in der Gegend 
der Manteloffnung eine sehr bedeutende Grosse erreichen (Dicke an der 
Basis bis zu 0,13 mm., Liinge bis zu 0,27 m.). S. Taf. I. Fig. 21. Der Korpcr 
ist seitlich comprimirt und sY11lmetrisch (S. Taf. IT. Fig. 5 a u. b). Die 
Vel'wachsung van Mantel und Korper geht vom ziemlich weit uber den 
Mund hinaus, hinten bis zur Manteloffnung. Die Mundungen der Ovaricn 
(m) finden sich beiderseits ziemlich in der Mitte der SeitenfHiche des 
}.{orpers, sind verhaltnissmassig gross mit etwas wulstigem Randc, und 
ticgen am hintern Randc der etwas zweitappigen Eikittdruse (d). Die 
paarigen kugligen Roden (g) liegen fast in der Mitte des Korpers, etwas 
dorsal von den Eikittdrusen, doch nicht oberfHichlich, wie diese. Ihrc Aus
fiihrungsgange liehen in gross em Eogen, zuniichst gegen den Rucken bis 
'3.n den Mantel, dann gegen den Mund hin unci etwas iiber ihn hinaus, wo 
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sic, ein wenig central vom Munde, in die BJ'uthohle munden. Das Lumen 
ner Ausfuhrungsgange ist spiralig; in einer Anschwellung del' letzteren da, 
wo sic den Mantel erreichen, sind die Windungen am dichtesten." 

']'he following description is based on a specimen of the Siboga Expedi

tion, like the type a parasite of Atcrgatis f1ot'idfts (1".) : 
Male genital organs of about equal size and shape, strongly curved. 

running in a wide arch along the mesentery, their terminal parts in the 
anterior half of the visceral mass. Colleteric glands with a comparatively 
large quantity of branched canals. External cuticle with conical excres

censes of large size, about 100 to 500 I-' long 75 to 1751-' thick (in their basal 
part). Retinacula with 8 to 12 spindles of a length of about 18,.,.. 

2. Loxolh~'lnc'Us carillatfls (Kossmann, 1872). 

Type specimen on "Lupca. sp. aff. L. "asta.lac" (Ncptt..nHs spec.?) from 
Lapinig Canal, P. I. 

Kossmann (1872, p. 32; 1874. p. 128) describes the species as follows 
(particulars of shape and size omitted) : 

"Die Cuticula ist es nachst delll Grossenverhaltnisse, welche diese Saccu
lina von der dentata unterscheidet. Sic ist so eigenthumlich, dass eine Vel'
wechslung tmmoglich ist. denn sie tragt atl f del' ganzcn Manteloberfliiche 
becherformige Organe, wie sie Fig. 20 auf Ta!. 1. theils von oben, theils van 
<ler Seite gesehen darstellt. Dieselben kehren ihre Oeffnung nach Ausscn und 
waren an acm van mir untersuchten Exemplare ganz ll1it Schmutz gefiillt. 

Ihre H6he ist 0,033 mm., ihr Durchmesser 0,015 mm. In seineI' ganzen 
iibrigen Allatomie bildct tinsel' ']'hier ein verkleincrtes Bild del' Sacculina 
dentata." 

The anatomical characters of Sacculina denfata. referred to in this diag

nosis read as follows (Kosslllann. 1872, pp. 27/28; 1874, pp. 123/124) : "Del' 
Korper ist seitlich comprimirt und symmctrisch ; seine Verwachsung mit dem 
Mantel geht vorn etwas uber den Mund hinaus, hinten bis zur Manteloff
nung. Die Oeffnungen der Ovarien liegen in del' Mitte del' SeitenfHichen 
des Korpers und zugleich mitten in del' kreisfOrmigen Eikittdriise. Die 
paarigen kugelfol'migen Boden Iiegcn dicht am Russel und haben einen 
kurzen. gegen seine Mundung hin stark anschwellenden Ausfiihl'ungsgang." 

Specimens on Caphyra laevis A. M. Edw. and on Thalamita prymna 
(Herbst) (cf. Van Kalllpen & Boschma, J925; Boschma, J931 b). on Nep
tmws (H cllcllHs) hastaloides (Fab!'.) A. M. Edw. and on Lissocarci,uts 
polybioides Ad. & White (cf. Boschma, 1931 a), identified as representa
tives of Lo.rothylac1Is ca.ri1tatus. show the following characters: 

Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass, distinctly, 
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but not very widely curved. Testes of approximately equal size or one 
somewhat larger than the other. Collcteric glands with a fairly large number 
of branched canals. External cuticle of the mantle with excrescences 
consisting of a kind of chitin differing from that of the main layers. Each 
excrescence is composed of a hollow short cylinder with closed top and 
a root of varying shape and size, the latter is enclosed in the upper layers 
of the cuticle. The flat tops of the excrescences bear numerous small hairs 
or spines. The excrcscenses protude for about 20 to 30 /J. above the surface 
of the cuticle. Retinacula with 2 to 6 barbed spindles of a length of 10 to 

14/J.· 

3. Lo.t:oth:>'lac~ts panopaci (Gissler, 1884). 

Type specimen on PmwpcHs herbstii M. Edw. from "ampa, Billsboro 
County, Florida. 

Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass, rather . 
narrowly curved. As a rule one of the testes somewhat larger than the 
other. ColJeteric glands with a fairly large number of canals. External 
cuticle of the mantle with hairs of a length of 9 to 35 /J., which rarelv 
possess minute lateral hairs. Retinacula with 3 to 9 barbed spindles which 
vary in length from 6 to 12/J.. 

4. LoxothylaCHs spi1mlosus Boschma 1928b. 

Type specimen on H ctcro pQ.1WPC scrratifrolls Kinah. from the "Pacific 
Ocean". 

Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass, distinctly 
curved, testes not strongly differing in size. Colleteric glands with a fairly 
large number of branched canals. External cuticle of the mantle thin (about 
5 /J.), covered with small papillae 01' spines which have a length of approxi
mately 4.5 /J.. Retinacula unknown. 

5. LoxothylaCHS dcsmothrix Boschma 1931a. 
Type specimen on Pilumnus normani Miers fro111 Ballda Neira. 
The chief characters of the holotype are: Male genital organs of approxi

mately equal size, distinctly curved, in a rather wide arch, but the whole of 
the male organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass. Colleteric glands 
with a moderate number of branched canals. Excrescences of the external 
cuticle consisting of a hyaline kind of chitin. Each excrescence composed 
of a small number of thick branches which are united in a common basal 
part; each of the branches in its extremity is divided into a small number 
of minute spines. tI'otal length of the excrescences from 23 to 55 /J.. 
Retinacula unknown, probably not occurring. 
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6. Loxothylacus aristatus Boschma I931b. 

Type specimen on Atergatis floridus (L.) from Beo, Talaud Islands. 
Male genital organs of approximately equal shape and size, in the 

posterior region of the visceral mass, distinctly but narrowly curved. Col
leteric glands with a fairly large quantity of branched tubes. Excrescences 
of the external cuticle consisting of a hyaline kind of chi tin. Excrescences 
as a rule with numerous spines, united on a common basal part. Total 
leng'th of the excrescences 35 to 85 JJ.. Retinacula unknown, probably not 
occurring. 

7. Loxothylacus setaceus Boschma 1931b. 

Type specimen on Calappa hepatica (L.) from Celebes (n. 
Male genital organs strongly differing in size and shape, the left more 

or less straight, little developed, the right slightly, but narrowly curved, 
terminating into a wide thin-walled pouch. Colleteric glands with numerous 
branched canals. Excrescences of the external cuticle consisting of a hyaline 
kind of chitin. Each excrescence has 3 to 6 spines, united in the common 
basal part. Total length of the excrescences 30 to 65 JJ.. Retinacula with 5 
to 10 spindles, till 18 JJ. long, with minute barbs., 

B. Loxothylaeus texanus Boschma 1933b. 

Type specimen on eailinaetes sapidus Rathbun from Metagorda Bay, 
near Indianola, 'fexas. 

"Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass. Testes 
(at least in full-grown specimens) partially united into a common wide sac. 
Colleteric glands in the anterior half of the visceral mass, not far from the 
centre of the lateral surfaces, with a large number of tubes. External cuticle 
of the mantle with excrescences (short hairs or papillae), which have a 
length of 4 to 9 JJ.. Internal cuticle of the mantle with numerous retinacula, 
which consist of a basal part and several barbed spindles. The latter have 
a length of 14 to IB JJ.." (Boschma, 1933b, p. 237). 

9. LoxothylaeHs sclerothrix Boschma I933b. 

Type specimen on Actaea boletaria Rathbun from Amirante, Western 
Indian Ocean. 

"Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass. Closed 
extremities of the two testes united into a common wide sac. Golleteric glands 
in the anterior half of the visceral mass, with a moderate number of tubes. 
External cuticle of the mantle crowdedly covered with papillae which at 
their extremity bear a number of minute stiff spines and laterally are 

d 
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covered with minute hairs. The length of the excrescences varies from 
10 to 25 JJ.. Internal cuticle of the mantle with retinacula consisting of a flat 
basal plate and numerous small spindles which have a length of 4 to 5 ft. 

These spindles seem to be completdy devoid of barbs." (Boschma, 1933b, 
p. 238/9). 

10. LOKothylacus bicomiger Boschma J933b. 

tI'ype specimen on Portu1Uts ventralis (A. M. Edw.) from Hog Island, 
Nassau, Bahamas. 

"Male genital organs in the posterior half of the visceral mass. One of 
the testes narrowly curved, the other more or less rudimentary. Colleteric 
glands near the centre of the lateral surfaces of the visceral mass, with 
a comparatively small number of tubes. External cuticle of the mantle 
smooth, its surface divided into small irregular areas which have a diameter 
of 6 to 20 JJ.. Internal cuticle of the mantle with retinacula which consist of 
a basal part and about 6 barbed spindles. The latter have a length of 14 to 
17 ft·" (Boschma, 1933b, p. 240). 

I I. Loxothylact's strandi Roschma 1936. 

Type specimen on Lambr14s co~~trarius (Herbst) from Macclesfield Bank, 
China Sea. 

H'I\estes of approximately equal size and shape, their dorsal part enlarged 
into thin-walled poucheS. Colleteric glands with a large number of branched 
canals. External cuticle with excrescences consisting of a hyaline kind of 
chitin, different in structure from that of the main layers. The excrescences 
consist of pointed spines which usually are united into groups of two to 
five, rarely remain single. The excrescences vary in length between 30 and 
65 M. Retinacula unknown, probably not occurring." (Boschma, 1936, pp. 
385/6). The whole of the male genital organs is contained in the posterior 
region of the visceral mass, the curve of the male organs is rather narrow 
~Roschma, 1933a, fig. 50). 

12. Loxothylac'I+S l£ierstraszi Boschma J938. 

Type specimen on Charybdis (Goniohellcnus) trtHlcata Fabr., probably 
from the Java Sea. 

"Testes .not strongly differing in shape and structure, completely separated 
from each other. Colleteric glands fairly large, with numerous branched 
tubes. External cuticle of moderate thickness (12-18 JJ.), its surface covered 
with small papillae which have a length of 4-6 M. Internal cuticle of the 
mantle with retinacula, each of which bears 3---6 spindles with a length of 
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about IS J.I..' ~ (Boschma, 1938, p. 17). The testes are rather widely curved, 
the whole of the male organs is contained in the posterior half of th'~ 

visceral mass. 

The material of the Snellius Expedition contains, besides representatives 
of already known for111s, a number of new species, some of which are 
described in the following pages. 

Loxothylacus variabilis novo spec. 
(figs. 1-25) 

R specimens examincd: 
722 A (holotype). Near Koepang, Timor, reef, 5 Dec. 1929, on CMorodicfla lIif}ra 

(Forsk); 6J1;1 X 40 X 3 mm 1). 
6.91 A. Near Kocpang, Timor, reef, 29 Nov. 1929, on Ch/orodicl/I~ uim'a (Forsk.); 

6 X 4 X 20 mill. 
707 B. Near Koepang, Timor, reef or shore, 5 Dec. H)2(), 011 C"'oroc/icl/a lIifmr 

(Forsk) j 60 X 40 X 30 111111 . 

707 A. Near Kocpang, Timor, reef or shore, S Dec. 1929, on Cltlo"ociil'lIa IIigm 
(Forsk.); 60 X s0 X 2 mm. 

707 A. Near Kocpang, Timor, reef, 3 Dec. 1929, 011 CIr/orodil'l/1I lIi!lra (Forsk.) j 

6 X 40 X 20 mm. 
991 A I. Ka£al near Misool, reef, .~-5 Oct. 1929, on unidentified Xanthid crab j 

5 X 4 X 20 mm. 
756. Kafal near Misool, reef or shore, 3- 5 Oct. 1929, 011 same species of host as 

110. 991 A I; 5 X 3 X 2 mm. 
844. Mamoedjoe, Celcbes, reef or shore, 4 or 5 Aug. 1929, on Ac/aea riip,pcflii 

(Krauss); 6 X 4~ X 20 mm. 

Specific characters. Male genital organs of equal size or left small and 
right large. Curvature of male organs distinct, narrow or wide, or male 
organs slightly bent, or male organs practically straight. Colleteric glands 
with a moderate to fairly large number of branched canals. External cuticle 
densely covered with comparatively small hairs (minimum and maximum 
measu remcnts 6 and S2 it). Between these hairs there are larger spines in 
fa!' smaller numbers (minimum and maximum measurements 30 anel 186 J.I.). 
The excrescences have \.mdivided tips or are irregularly divided into smaller 
branches, Retinacula with T to 5 spindles which may show barbs and vary 

in length from 9 to J 3 J.I.' 

The various specimens do not differ pronolll1ccdly in shape, in general 
they are oval or reniform, with a concavity in the region of the stalk. The 

I) The measurements 6~ X 4~ >< 3 mm mean: distance from the ventral 10 the 
dorsa) border 60 mm, distance from thc Jlosterlor to the anterior part 40 mm, 
distance betwecn the two Intcral surfaces 3 mm. In previous publicaliollt\ 1 have used 
other terms, instead 0[, e. g" 60 X 4J.1 X 3 mm the measurements wcre given as: 
hrcadth 60 mm, height 4~~ mm, ami thickness J mm. Thi~ may cause confusion, as 
the words breadth, ctc., are lIsed ill a wrong ~CIISC. 

• 
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Fig. I, Lo.rolhY/(I('1IS 'l.lCIriabilis, specimen no. 722 A, longi
tudinal sections; a, through the stalk, each following 
section from a more dorsal rl!gion. It, left testi5; mc, 
mantle cavity; rt, right testis; ~t, stalk; Vln, visceral mass, 

X 45. 

oval shape may become somewhat triangular, when the posterior region is 
broadtr, or the anterior as well as the postr.rior margins may become slight
ly concave. The mantle opening in most specimens does not protrude above 
the surface, an exception forms specimen no. 991 A I, in which it lies at 
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the top of a short tube, The mantle opening lies in the marginal part of 
the surface which was turned against the thorax of the host, at a short 
distance from the anterior margin; in specimen no. 99I A I the tubular 
expansion of the mantle opening is found in the median plane, In most 
specimens there is a distinct short groove on the surface which was lying 

a b c e f 

j k 
Fig, 2, Lo:;;ot IIl'{(ICIIS varinbitis, longitudinal sections of colleteriCi glands, posterior 

end at the upper side of the figures, a-c, from specimen no, 722 A; d-f, from 
specimen no, 707 B j g-i, from specimen 110, 691 A j ;-1, from specimen no, 707 A, 

X 80, 

against the abdomen of the host, caused by pressure of the median ridge of 
the abdomen against the parasite. With the exception of this groove the 
surface of the mantle does not show pronounced grooves or wrinkles. 

One of the unidentified crabs was infested by two Sacculinids, one of 
these (991 AI) was studied. 
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The particulars of the various specimens examined are given below. 
No. 722 A. 
In the series of longitudinal sections it appears that the visceral mass 

has become detached from the mantle, the internal cuticle, however, 

Fig. 3. Lo:rolfl3'laws va,.iabiUs, specimen no. 722 A, surface view of excrescences 
011 the external cuticle. X 530. 

more' or less remained in its original place, so that the drawing 
(fig. I a) shows the real situation of the visceral mass in respect to the 
stalk. The vasa deferentia are narrow canals, they pass gradually into the 
testes which have a comparatively thick wall and show a distinct curve 
(fig. I b). They reach about equally far towards the dorsal region of the 
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hody (fig. I c) amI urc of apPf(Jximatc1y the same size. 'rhe entirc male 
,",enilal organs lil' in the posterio!' part of the visceral mass. 

The collcteric glands (fig. 2 a-c) arc comparatively small, they have a 
moderalely hrallched canal system. Onc of the sections (parts of longitudinal 
sections of the ani 111:-11 ) of OJle of thc glands rel'resenh.>(1 in the figure (fig. 
2l') is from tht'neighbourhood of the female genital opening, here the canals 
arl' comparatively wide. 'l'owaros thl' ventral 01' cJof!m\ region the canals 
<Iivide into smaller canals, so that in the section drawn in fig. 211 the number 
is 29. In sections which arc still farther from the central part of the J.:land 
(fig. 2 a) this number gra<111ally decreases. 'rhe system of canals fonns a 
rather compact in8ss, which, as a. wholt~, slightly protrudes above the 
surface of the visceral mass, 

Measurements of the thickness nf the extemal cuticle of the mantle gave 
valul's between 22 and 381', in general in the anterior half it is som('what 
thicker than in the posterior half of the mantle, 

'rhe whole surface of the external cuticle is rather thickly covered with 
small spines or hairs consisting oC a rather weak kind of chitin. Between 
these there occur, though in much smaller number, extremely long spines. 
'the latter arc longest in the anterior pearl of the mantle, towards the 
posterior region they diminish in size amI disappear altogether in the region 
around thl~ stalk. 

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of these small and large!' excrCS(!Cllces on the 
surface of the cuticle. In the figured portion the small hairs have a length of 
15 to 201', the largest spine has a length of J86 1', the other large spine is 
but slightly smaller. 'rhese large spines have a gradually tapering shape, 
they cnd in a blunt tip, the basal region has a thickness of about 151-'. 

1n sections not only appears that the external cuticle varies in thickness, 
but also the smaller and larger excl'escences arc found to vary in size. In 
some regions the small hairs are as short as 12 to 15 I' (fig. 4 b), in other 
parts of the cuticle they have a length of 25 to 37 I' (fig. 4 a, d). In fig. 4 e 
a complete large spine is represented, the basal part of another, and 
nUlllel'OlIS smaller hairs, 'I'he large spine has a length of about J 501', the 
smaller excrescences measure here 34 to 40 1-" 

:;ome of the drawings (Cig. 4 c, d) show a peculiarity occurring not at 
all rarely in this specimen, viz., the presence of rather wide canals in which 
the epithelial cells of the mantle penetrate to a fairly large distance towards 
the surface of the cuticle. In the long spines these canals even can be traced 

to a considerable distance above the surface of the cuticle (fig. 4 c). In 

many parts of the cuticle these canals are found in great numbers. Especially 

in those parts of the series of sections where the cuticle is seen in an oh-
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Fig, 4, LoxothJlltwlS varjabili.f, !lJlcdmcn no. '12~ A. I- d, /lCctlonll of the external 
cuticle; c, ,rlltinacula. X 530, 
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liquely transverse section the distribution of the canals becomes distinct 
(fig. 5 b). It appears in these sections that the canals often are more or 
less arranged in groups of three or more, 

0 
0 0 

0 0 0 
0 

0 0 0 0 

0 I) 0 0 0 
0 0 • 0 (;) 

0 0 0 0 

Fig, 5. LO.'o:othyfaclts vClrjabilis, oblique sections of the external cuticle. 
a, from specimen no. 707 B; h, from specimen 1l0, 727. A, X 300, 

The internal cuticle of the mantle bears retinacula, two of these (in 
reality occurring at a much larger distance) are drawn in fig. 4 c. The 
retinacula found in the preparations madc for this purpose possess 2 or 3 
spindles with a length of ID to 13 p., the latter are beset with minute barbs. 
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No. 691 A. 
As appears in the series of longitudinal sections the visceral mass is 

attached to the mantle at a fairly large distance from the stalk (fig. 6 a). 

Fig. 6. Lo;rothylacru va.riabilis, specimen no. 691 A, longitudinal 
sections; a, throngh the stalk, each following ~ertiOll from a more 
dorsal region. ce, external cuticle; ci, internal cuticle; It, left testis; 
mc, mantle cavity; rt, right testis; st, stalk; Vln, visceral mass. 

X 45. 

In some parts of the mantle the internal cuticle has detached itself from the 
surface. The vasa deferentia are narrow canals which gradually pass into 
the testes. The right testis (fig. 6 b, c, cl) has a comparatively wide curve, 
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especially in its tenllinal parI it has a very thick wall. In its most strongly 
curved part, ill the clorsal region of the visceral mass lh(' wall possesses 
numerous ridges, so that in sections it shows a more or less irregular lumen. 
'rhe left ll'stis (fig. 6 c, cl) is much smaller thnn till! right, its size does not 
im'rcase heyond that flf its vas deferens. As the right testis it is distinctly 
cUl'veci, hut it' cloes not stretch as far towards the anterior region as the 
formcr. 'I'hl' right testis proceeds into the visceral mass till about the Cl~ntrc 
of this organ. 

In comparison to what is to be seen in specimen no. 722 A the canal 
system in the colleteric glands of specimen 691 A consists of rather narrow 
tubes (fig. 2 g~i). It is improbable that this slight difference in size is of 
any importance: the difference may be caused by a different state of 
development of the canals in connection with differences ill the ripening 
of the eggs in the two specimens. In sections in the neighbourhood of the 
female opening this gland shows the largest number of canals (35 in fig. 
2 g), towards the peripheral parts of the gland the number of canals grad
ually decreases (fig. 2 h, i). Probably on account of the narrowness of the 
canals the colJeteric glands in this specimen do not protrude appreciahly 
above their surroundings. 

A few measurements of the external cuticle of the mantle ~ave amotlnts 
f 1'0111 33 tot 66 IJ.. The surface of this cuticle is rather densely covered with 
small hairs of the same dimension and shape as in specimen 110. 722 A. Bq
tween these small hairs there are, rather sparsely distributed,. larger ex
crescences, which at first sight are differcnt from those of the other 
spccimen, but probably in reality arc modified only frolll the kind I'cprc
sl'ntecl in fig. 3. A numher of these larger spincs arc drawn in fig. 7, on the 
l'utide they arc much more sparingly distributed than shown in the figurc. 
'l'lll' upper row (fig. 7 a) represents somc of the larger forms, lhey have It 

comparatively broad base from which they taper towards the extremity. tJ'he 
topmost part of nearly all the spines in specimen no. 69I A is irregularly 
divided into a number of smaller hairs which bend off from the main stem 
in different degrees. Olle gets the impression that the tips of the spines by 
some reason have become mutilated and split into smaller parts. These larg-cr 
spines vary in length from 100 to 140 p., their basal part has a thickness 
of I:; to 20p.. 

From one region of the mantle to another the size of the larger spines 
gradually decreases or increases. Some spines of smaller size, hut which 
still arc conspicuously larger than the surrounding numerous small hairs, 
varying in length from 30 to 100 Ik, are shown in fig. 7 b, c, d. In all of 
these the tip consists of two 01' mOI'c branches, sometimes the spines arc 
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b 
d 

e f 

Fig, 7, LO,t'oUly/act/of ~Iaria/jilis, specimen no, 69r A. a-~e, excrescences from variou~ 
parts of the external ('uticle ; f, retinacula, X 530, 

'l'cmminckIA v 
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rather strongly hent and on the whole they appear as if the divided tips 
originalIy had formed onc solid tapering extremity. }:viucnce for this 
opinio11 is found in the occurrence of small stumps which lllay be seen in 
the neighbourhood of larger spines (fig. 7 c), and which undoubtedly are 
nothing else hut the basal parts of broken spines, their size' and shape and 
irregularly outlined top give strength for this vie ..... v. 

On the internal ctlticle of the mantle there occur retinacula, distributed in 
the usual manner. Three of these are drawn in fig. 7 f, they have 3 or 4 
barbed spindles with a length of 9 to 12/).. 

No. 707 B. 

In the longitudinal sections the visceral Illass is seen tu be attached to the 
mantle at SOIllC distance from the stalk (fig. 8 a). 'rhe two male gCllital 

Fig. R. Lo.t·o"I),Iow.f ~'orial)ilis, specimen 110. 707 n, longitudinal seetiom; a. through 
the stalk, each following section from a more dorsal region. It, left testis; rt, right 

testis; st, stalk; VIll, visceral mass. X .~o. 

organs arc of about equal size, the right terminates in a more dorsal region 
than the left. 'fhe ventral parts of the vasa deferentia form narrow canals 
(fig. 8 a), during their course in a dorsal direction they gradually becomt! 
wider, whilst their inner wall acquires numerous ridges (fig. 8 b, c). Before 
they pass into the testes the vasa deferentia become narrower again (fig. 8 d, 
and e, r1). The left testis is more or less straight, without appreciable curve 
(fig. 8 c-g). The right testis too is more or less straight (fig. 8 c·_g), 
although in one region there is an indication of a slig'ht curve, as. the lumen 
is nearly constricted into two halves by distinct ridges on the inner walls 

...... 
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of this testis (fig. 8 f). III the sections following the on~ represented in 
fig. 8 g the right testis gradually diminishes in size whilst it keeps its straight 
course towards the dorsal region of the visceral mass. 

'rhe colleteric glands contain a rather compact lllass of canals, they pro. 
trude somewhat above the surface of the visceral mass (fig. 2 d~f). 

Fig. 2 cl represents a section of the peripheral region of, one of these 
glands, fig. 2 e a section of a more central region, and fig, 2 f OI'le in the 
neighbourhood of the female opening. Of these fig. :2 e shows the larg<:!st 
number of canals (37). 

Measurements of the thickness of the external cuticle in different parts 
of the mantle gave amounts varying' from' 33 to 75 fJ" III general the cuticle 
is thicker in the anterior half of the 'mantle, here also it bears larger excres
cences than in the posterior region. 

These excrescences again consist of two kinds: numerous small hairs 
or spines densely covering the surface, and comparatively few larger spines 
(fig. 9 a). In the part of the cuticle represented in this figure the small hairs 
have a length of I2 to r6/.L, the two longer excrescences are 75 and 82 f~ 
long. They have irregularly divided tips, as if they were broken and split 
into fragments. 

One of the sections of the cuticle (fig. 9 b) is from a rather thick part 
(60 to 75 f~). The small hairs on the fudace have here a length of 36 to 
45 f.L, the larger excrescence is of a length of about 140 p.. This long spine 
possesses two lateral hairs, which probably have arisen by fission from the 
main stem. The figure is moreover interesting as it shows a few of the 
canals in which cells from the epithelium penetrate into the cuticle, the 
canals have here a somewhat irregular corkscrew-like course. In the other 
section (fig. 9 c) the cuticle has a thickness of about 38 ,.~, in connection 
with this smaller thickness the excrescences are rather short, they are fr0111 
I3 to 10 f.L long. Here too two canals are to be seen in the cuticle. 

In oblique tangential sections of the cuticle often a great many of these 
canals arc to be seen (fig. 5 a). In this figure the arrangement 0 f these 
canals in groups is not apparent, the distribution of the canals as seen in 
fig. 9 b, however, points to an arrangement in groups. 

As in the other specimens the internal cuticle of the mantle possesses 
retinacula, provided with 3 or 4 spindles of a length of 9 to 10 f.L (fig. 9 cl). 
Barbs could not be found with certainty, which does not prove that these do 

not exist: the study of the retinacula is often hinclered by the enveloping 

layers of chitin from the colletel'ic glands. 



---------- --

b 

Fig. 9. /.o.l'olltj'lam.r '1Jarill/Jifis, specimen no. 707 n. 3, surface view of ~xcresr.ences 
011 the (~xtcTllal cuticle; h, c, scr.liolls of the extcnml cuticle; cl, retinacula. X 530. 
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No. 707 A. 

In longitudinal sections through the region of the stalk the visceral mass 
appears to be attached to the mantle at a slight distance from the stalk 
(fig. 10 a), at all events the stalk is not a direct continuation from the 
visceral mass. In sections from a more dorsal region the attachment of the 
mesentery to the mantle is at a much greater distance from the region of 
the stalk (fig. Job, c). 

a 

Fig. 10. Lo;roth~"(lC/ls v(ly·i(lbilis, specimen Ill). 707 A, longitudinal sections; 
a, through the stalk, each followillg section from a morc donal region. 
It, left testis; mc, mantle cavity; r~, right testic; i ,rvd, right vas deferens; 

st, stalk; V Ill, vIsceral mass. X. 30. 

The two male genital organs in this specimen differ among each other 
in many respects. In sections through the region of the stalk the two vasa 
deferentia are of approximately equal size, not very narrow (fig. 10 a). The 
left male genital organ forms a more or less straight tube which proceeds in 
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a dorsal direction, but diverges towards the anterior region of the body. 
Whilst its vas det'erens gradually passes into the testis the size of the 
organ wlltinuously din IlIi h ", its uot'sal cxl remit), is founc! in the region 
where t.11l' right vas dd ' rcll . reaches its largest si1.C (fig. 10 d), The right 
va:; defcrclls in l'ullnill ' t'(JW:lrd the dorsal part of the visceral mass also 
slightly t ums in an anterior direction, it grnduaJly hecomes wider (fig. 
10 h, c), till it reaches abuut the same thickness as the right test is. r n the 
regioll \vhere lhe right vas deferens attains its gn::atcsl width ils inner wall 
shows a quantity of ridgcs (fig, 10 cl). ~()on afterwards the right vas 
deferens passes into its lestis (fig, 10 e) i here the IUlllcn of the vas deferens 
has Ill'rOllH.' much Ilarrowcr und at the transition of the two parts the organ 
shows a distinct Cl1rve, Hut after this cUt've the tel'minal part of the testis 
dot:s nol run into n vcntral direction, for it proccells towards the dorsal 
region, Soon after the slight curve the right testis obtains a fairly large 
size (fig, 10 f), in still more dorsal parts of the visceral mass it gradually 
dimillishes in size till its blind cnd. 

'I'he CIllleteric glands arc slightly larger than thost' of the other specimens, 
t1wy ('untain a larger llumbel' of canals. Three sections of (lilt' of the col
lctt'l'ic glands are repl'esentcu ht're (fig, 2 j-I), the first of whkh is from 
tlw peripheral paN, the last from still some distance from the fem.lIe opening, 
tlw I'egion where the l'anal system is 1II0S( strongly divided. On the whole 
the l'OlIetl'ric glands uf this Spl~cilllen lIo not differ appl'cl'iuIJly from those 
of lhe specimcns dealt with abovc. 

Some measurements of parts of the external cuticle of the mantle show 
that the thickness of this cuticle Illay vary from 44 tu 66 p., '['he surface of 
lhe cxtcl'Ilal cuticle possesses numerous small hairs and large excrescences 
in sl11all(~rnUlllber, 110t principally different from the hairs-and ~pines in the 
other specimens dealt with here. 

No. 767 A. 

From the set'ies of longitudinal sections appears that the visceral mass is 
attached to the mantle at some distance of the stalk (fig, II a), The two 
male genital organs are of different shape nnd size, the left is rather small, 
the right is well developed, The two vasa deferentia, which are of about 
equal size, form narrow canals (fig, II a), The left vas deferens soon 
passes into its testis which can be traced fat' some distance towards the dorsal 
region (fig. JIb, c). 'I'he right vas deferens in passing into its tcstis grad
ually increases in si?e (fig, 1I h), At £il'st tht' lumen (If the right malc 
genital organ is comparatively wide, towards the dorsal region this lumen 
soon hecomes narrower by the development of thick ridges on the inner 

-
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wall (fig. II c), and in a still more dorsal region the lumen becomes very 
narrow (fig. Il (1). Afterwards the cavity in the right testis becomes wider 
ag-ain (fig. 11 e, f), until its closed extremity is reached (fig. II g). Both 
of the male genital org-am have a more 01' less straight course, they run in 

Fig. I I. Lo ... ollt)'hICII.~ '1)(l1'ial1ilis, ~pc('illlell no. 767 A, longillldinal sections; 
a, lhnmgh the stalk, each following ~ectioll from a morc dorsal region. ce, 
external c.uticle; ri, internal cuticle; It, left tegti~; mc, mantle cavity; rt, right 

testis; rvd. right vas deferens; sI, ~Ialk; V Ill, vjsCt~ml ma~s. X 45· 

a dorsal direction, hut during this course they diverge appreciably towards 
the anterior part of the visceral mass, so that the closed extremity of the 
right testis lies approximately in the central part of the dorsal region of 

the visceral mass, 
The colleteric glands of this specimen do not differ in important details 

from those of the other specimens, it seemed unnecessary to give drawings 
of thelll. 
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Fig, 12, LOJ:olhylaclIs variabilis, specimen 110, 767 A, a-d, surface view of 
excrescences on various parts of the external cuticle, X 530, 
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The thickness of the external cuticle was measured in various parts of 
the mantle, these measurements vary from 38 to 88,.". 

~rhe surface of the external cuticle is rather densely covered with small 

Fig. 13. LOxolh),lacu.s variabili.s, specimen no. 767 A. a, hi sections of the external 
cuticle. X 530. 

hairs among which a few, more sparsely distributed long spines occur. 
Illustrations of parts of the cuticle in surface view are given in fig. 12. The 
shape and size of the excrescences' as represented in fig. 12 b is of rather 
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'0111111011 0 urrCncc 111 Ihis specimen. H re th e , mall hairs hav ' a length 
of IS (0 27/k, the larg pinct; are J. 2 0 to 160 /.1. long. Thcse long spill, S 

have undivid d lips . 1n olher parts of (J1C cut icle the large spines arc sma ll er 
in cOlllp~rison to the surrounding hairs, c. 1;., in th 13rt of the 'uticle 

a 

b 

c 

Fig. 14. La:roth),laCII.f 'l.'oriabifis, sllecimen no. '16'1 A. a, 0, sections of the 
external cuticle; c, retinacula. X 530. 
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drawn ill fig. 12 d. Here the smaller hairs vary in length from IS to 241-1-, 
whilst the spines are 50 to 65 It long. In still other regions of the cuticle 
the lung'cr spines are altogether absent, whilst the smaller hairs are rather 
short (fig, 12 l'.), varying in length from 7 ,to 13/.1,. Finally in one part 
of the cuticle excrescences occur of a peculiar shape (fig . 12 a), consisting 
of small papillae, 6 to 81-1- long, with blunt tips which seem to show a few 
irregular mimlte spines, Probably these excrescences are nothing else but 
the basal parts of hairs fr0111 which the upper parts have become lost, they 
appear as being broken or wom off. 

The differences ill shape allrl size of the excrescences of the external 
cuticle are further shown in figures of sections of this cuticle. The hairs 

are rather small (16 to 22/t) in fig. 13 a, in fig. 13 b they are rather long 

(45 to 55ft), this section shows one long spine with a length of 15511 .. The 
excrescenc~s represented in fig. Itl b have a length of 33 to 52 /.~, they are 
more or less arranged in groups with a common basal part. In fig. 14 a the 
hairs have a length of 27 to 331-1-, here they consist of a much harder kind 
of chitin than in the other. parts of the cuticle. In contradistinction to these 
other parts the spines afC 110t stained, whilst in the other parts the excres
ccnces have the same colour as the main layers of the cuticle. Not only 
the hairs consist of a kind of hyaline, brittle chitin, but also the surface 
of the cuticle is covered with a thin layer of this kind of chitin so that the 
excrescences are strongly united, 

III some parts of the cuticle there are nt1ll1erOtlS canals which in a more 
or less corkscrew-like manner penetrate for a rather long distance towards 
the surf<lce of the cuticle (fig. I3). Many of these canals are continuerl into 
the long spin~s so that they terminate at some distance above the surface 
of thl! cuticle, 

On the internal cuticle of the mantle retinacula are found; distributed 
in the usual manne,'. They have 2 to 5 barbed spindles of a length of 9 to 
13 It (fig. 14 c; in reality the retinacula occur at much larger distances from 
each other). 

No. ()~)I A I. 

One of the figure,'l (fig. IS a) represents a part of a longitudinal section 
through the stalk It shows the left colleteric gland and the greater part 
of the right colleteric gland, which are f0l1l1d in about the centre of the 
lateral surfaces of the visceral mass. The figure moreover shows that the 
visceral mass is attached to the mantle at some distance from the stalk. 

The two vasa deferentia have an approximately eqllal size (fig. IS a), 
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at least in their ventral part. Towards thc dorsal region the left vas deferens 
becomcs still narrower (fig. 15 b). it gradually passes into the left testis, 
thl' tenninal part of which is seen in the low('r part of fig. 15 c, towards 
the right. Fig. J 5 d shows a section of the dorsal part of thc left testis, in 
the region where this organ is strongly curved. 'rhe right male genital organ 
is of much larger size than thl~ left. In fig. 15 b the wide vas deferens (in 
the upper part of the figure) and the wide terminal part (in the lower part 

c 

d 
Fig. 15, Lo.l'othylaCIIJ' 'ull l'inbilis, ~lJecill1 cn 110. 991 A I, longi lowual ctions; a, 
through the stalk, each following sccli n from a more dor a\ re~lon. leg, left 
colleteric gland; It, left testis; mc, mantle cavity; rcg, right gland i rt, 

right testis; st, stalk; vd, vasa dcft:rcntia; vm, vi s!: r~1 mn ,. X 30. 

of the figure) o(the right male organ are to be se 1'1. In fig. IS c this organ 
is sectioned through the ventral part of the curved part. In a still more 
dol' a I region (fig. J 5 d) the right testi s is se n to pOSsess a somewhat 
irregular lumen, caus·d by ridg's all it inner wall. 1'hc figures show that 
the right male genital organ penetrates the visceral Illass till ab ut the 
central part. As appears also from fig. IS b the curvature of the right testis 
is COtllparatively wide. 

Two longitudinal sections of one of the ollcteric glands are figured here. 
Onc of these (fig. 16 cl) is from a sl ight distance of the femal opening, 
it still shows some wide canals. 'the other (fig. I6 e) is from a more 
peripheral J'cgi.on, it contains 39 canals; towards the peripheral region of the 
gland this number gradually de reases. Tog tller the canals form a ra.ther 
compact mass. 
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The thickness of the extemal cuticle was measured in various parts of 
the mantle, the amounts obtained differ from 30 to 106 p.. 

The surface of the extemal cuticle is densely covered with small excres
cences, between these in many parts large spines occur in smaller numbers. 
J n almost every part of the mantle the small excrescences are divided into a 
number of smaller hairs, whilst the large spines as a rule remain undivided. 
Some figures of these excrescences may illustrate the variety of size and 
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Fig. 16. Lo.t·olhylacus vnrjabilis, longitudinal sections of colletcric glands, posterior 
cnd at the upper side of the figllres. a-c" from specimen. no. 756; d, C, from 

specimen no. 991 A I. X 107. 

shape. Fig. 17 a represents a surface view of the external cuticle, it shows 
numerous small excrescences (length 6 to 10 p.), the topmost part of which 
is divided into minute spines or hairs. The two larger spines in this part of 
the cuticle are 48 and 60 fL long. Another part of the cuticle shows excres
cences of about the same shape (fig. lib). Here the smaller have a length. 
of 9 to r6 p., the two larger are 68 and 75 p. long. 'fhe smaller excrescences 
have somcwhat longer spines, but in general the differences are not 
illlportant. 'rhe excrescences shown in fig. 17 c (in this part of the 
cuticle no large spines wcre present) are still somewhat larger, their length 
varies from IS to 22 p.. Other instances showing the variation in size and 
shape of the excrescences a1'e represented in fig. 18. In one part of the 
cuticle the smaller excrescel1C~S vary from ID to 18/L (fig. 18 a), in another 
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from :.?8 to 34 it (fig. 18 b), in a third frum 25 to 30 It. Nearly all these 
excrescences are divided in their l1pper part. Fig. IS b moreover shows 
two of the larger spines, one in longitudinal section, the length ·of the latter 
is 106 It. 

111 connection with the remarks given above on the larger spines of the 

c 

Fig. 17. 1.1I.\·olh'j'/acus varia/li/j,l", specimen no. g91 A I. :I. h, surface view of 
excrescences in various parts of the exlernal nlticle; c, sectioll of the external 

clJtick X 530. 

cuticle in the parasites of ChlModiclla lIigra (Forsk), it is not illlPO sihJ e 
that the divided excrescences ill this specimen in reality are transfo rm ed 
single hairs or spines in which the topmost part has diviued into smaller 
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Fig. 18. Lv.'roIIlY/(J(.'lIs vayiabili.f, specimen no. 991 A I. a-c, surface vicw of 

excrescences in various pa\'t~ of the external cuticle; f, retinacula. X 530. 
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parts. This is nothing but a supposition, and there is only onc fact in favour 
of this opinion. In some parts of the cuticle, especially in the neighbourhood 
of the stalk, we find ils surface covered by undivided hairs or spines (fig. 
18 d, e). Here the spines consist of a rather hard hyaline kind of' chitin 
which remains unstained. In their basal parts these spines are connected by 
a thin superficial layer of the cuticle, which has the same structure. 1'l1e 
length of these spines varies from 241' (the smaller spines in fig. 18 d) to 
45 ~~ (the larger spines in fig. 18 c». 

In the sections several parts of the extemal cuticle are found to possess 
numerous canals penetrating from the lower surface to the upper half of 
the cuticle (fig. 17 c). These canals often have' a twisted, more or less 
corkscrew-like course. 

The retinacula found in the preparations of the intemal cuticle, made for 
this purpose, possess one or generally two spindles, the latter have a length 
of 9 to 12/~, they are distinctly barbed (fig. 18 f). 

No. 756. 
The male genital organs areenlirely contained in the dorsal half of the 

visceral mass, so that the vasa deferentia do not reach the region of the 
stallc. In longitudinal sections from a more ventral region than those 
represented in fig. 19 the viRceral mass is seen to be attached to the mantle 
at some distance from the stalk, here the stalk is found in a region cor
responding with that of the upper part of the figures. 

Right and left male genital organs are of different shape and size. Soon 
after the male genital openings the right vas deferens already is much 
larger than the left (fig. 19 a). The left vas deferens is a very narrow canal 
which gradually passes into its distinctly curved testis. In fig. 19 b the 
tenninal part of ,the left testis is represented in the lower part at the right; 
the small canal in the upper part of the figure is the left vas deferens. Fig. 
19 c shows the left testis sectioned in a plane in the neighbourhood of its 
dorsal curve. 

In the greater part of its ventral region the right vas deferens is fairly 
large (fig. 19 a). Towards its dorsal part the right vas deferens shows a 
kind of narrow curve (sectioned as the two thick canals in the upper part 
of fig. 19 b). Immediately after this curVe it becomes very thick, whilst 
its lumen remains rather narrow, as the inner wall is covered .with thick 
ridges (fig. 19 c). In the dorsal region of the right male organ the vas 
deferens passes into the testis (fig. 19 d), here the vas ueferens has an 
irregular lumen on account of the ridges mentioned above, whilst the testis 
has a more or less smooth wall. 'l'he testis now runs in a ventral direction, 
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at first it is comparatively wide (fig. 19 c), but towards the ventral region 
it gradually becomes narrower (fig. 19 b and a). From the figures results 
that the male genital organs are distinctly and rather widely curved. 

Fig. 16 a-c represents three sections of one of the colleteric glands, one 

Fig. 19. Lv.t·othy/culls 'I.'crriabilis, specimen no, 756, 101l~l'itl1dillal scctions; a, 
through thc ventral region of the male organs, each fullowing ~ectioll from a 
more dorsal region. It, left testis; )vd, left vas deferen~; mc, mantle cavity; 

rt, right tcsti~; rvd, right vas deferens; Vnl, visceral mass. X 45. 

from the ecntral region, at some distance from the female opening (fig. 
16 c), the second (fig. 16 b) £1'0\11 a more ventral or dorsal plane, and the 
third (fig. 16 a) from the peripheral region. In the region of fig. 16 b the 
number of canals is largest, though moderate. The figures show that the 

TcmminckiR V 20 
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branches of the canals towards the peripheral region appreciably diminish 
in size. 

Measurements of the thickness of the external cuticle in different parts 
of the mantle gave amounts varying from 44 to 69 JJ.. 

On its surface the external cuticle bears numerous small hairs, between 
these tht;re is a far smaller number or large spines. The small excrescen-

c 

Fig. 20. L() .\'ol"~'laclIs 'vari(l/liU.f, specimen no. 756. a, b, !'.urface view of excrescences 
in various parts of the external cuticle; l', section of the external cuticle; d, retinacula. 

X 530. 

ces in many parts of the cuticle as a rule are undivided (fig. 20 a, length of 
the hairs I2 to 18 JJ.), in other parts these hairs for the greater part al'e split 
into two, three or four smaller spines (fig, 20 b, length of these excres
cences 6 to 10 fl.). The large spines drawn in fig. 20 a a l'i~ 52 and 68 JJ. long, 
the onc of fig. 20 b ha. a h:ng1:h of 60 /.J,. As the fig ures ~ h w t hese spines 
may have an undivided l Op 01' may appear as if SJ lit int o two I' more 
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smaller spines. In the section of the external cuticle drawn in fig. 20 c the 
smaller hairs have a length of 18 to 23 p., the large spine is 112 P. long, the 
topmost part of this spine is divided into smaller parts. Some isolated 
spines from different regiolls of the ~xtemal cuticle are drawn in fig. 21 a. 
Here again all stages between undivided spines and those in which the upper 
part is split into several smaller hairs are represented. The length of the 

a 

b 

Fig. 21. Lo.,,'otlrylaws ~Ia-riabilis, specimen no. 756. a,' excrescences from various 
part!> of the external cuticle; b, section of the external cuticle. X 530. 

figured spines varies from 75 to 106 p., the thickness of their basal parts is 

from 9 to 24 I" 
In some parts of the external cuticle, in the neighbourhood of the stalk, 

the hairs consist of a hard, hyaline kind of chitin, so that they form a sharp 
basal boundary against the cuticle. In these parts the cuticle itself also may 
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form a hyaline layer of chitin 011 its surface, forming a common basal layer 
for these excrescences. Fig. 2J b shows a part of the cuticle on which excres-

Fig. 22. L(/.t·oflty!t1(."II.r variahi!is, specimen llD, 844. longitudinal scction~; a, through 
the stalk, eat'lt following" seetioll from a more' dorsal region . ce, external cuticle; 
It, left testis; Ivd, left vas defcn!l1s; 111(', mantle cavity; rt, right testis: rvd, right 

vas deferens: st, stalk: V III , visceral mass. >< JO. 

cences of this kind occur, these vary in length from :20 to 30'!},. In thl:: right 
half of the figure the hyaline surface layer of the cuticle, which here has a 
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thickness of about 3 Ik, is shown. The excrescences 011 this part have blunt 
tips, they appear as if broken or worn off. 

Retinacula are present on the internal cuticle of th~ mantle. 'rheir spindles 
are few in number (one or two)), they are 9 to IQ Ik long (fig. 20 d). Barbs 
could not be found with certainty on these spindles. 

No. 844. 

In the middle part of the series of longitudinal sections we see that the 
visceral mass is attached to the mantle at a distance from the stalk (fig. 
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a b c 
Fig. 23. Losot"~'/(lC1f.s v(lt'ia/Jilis, specimen no. 844, longi
tudinal sectiom of one of the rolleteric glands, posterior 

end at the upper side of the figures. X I07. 

22 a). 'rhis section also shows the ventral part of the vasa deferentia, which 
here are comparatively narrow canals. In a more dorsal plane the vasa 
deferentia become wider, but their lumen remains narrow on account of 
ridges on the inner surface (fig. 22 b). Gradually the vasa deferentia 
increase in width whilst the transition of these organs into the testes is not 
distinct (fig. 22 c, d), it is not even certain whether the canals indicated with 
It and rt in fig. 22 d represent the testes or still the vasa deferentia. In onc 
region the canals are not running beside each other, but the one before 
the other (fig. 22 d). 'rowards the dorsal region the testes form a broadly 
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curved part (fig. 22 e, f), here the inner surface shows again numerous 
ridges. The terminal part of the testes runs in a ventral direction (fig. 22 d, 
lower part of the figure'), gradually the inner surface of the testes looses its 
ridges (fig, 22 c). 'rhe two male organs have an approximately equal size, 
the left proceeds somewhat farther towards the ventral region (fig. 22 b, It). 
As far as conc.erns their shape they are widely curved, so that the exlrem
ities of the testes lie in the central part of the visceral mass, rather far from 
the vasa deferentia (fig. 22 c). 

Longitudinal sections of one of the colleteric glands are given in fig, 23, 
one (c) from a region not far from the centre, 11 second (b) from a more 
peripheral region, and a third (a) from a still more peripheral region, Wide 
canals OCcur in the central part of the gland only, towards the periphery 
these canals divide into smaller ones of narrower size. The largcst number 
of canals is present in the region of the section of fig. 23 b, in the figured 
section this number amounts to 71. In the colleteric glands the canal system 
forms a rather compact mass, 

The external cuticle of the mantle differs in thi~kness in various parts, 
measurements of this thickness gave amounts from 27 to 70/-t, In general 
the cuticle is thickest in the anterior half of the body. Here also the excres
cences as a rtlle arc longer than in the posterior half of the mantle, 

A part of the external cuticle wi"th well developed excrescences is drawn 
in fig. 24 a. Here the surface of the cuticle is covered with numerous small 
hairs or spines (length of these 16 to 23 /-L), between these there occur, in a 
far smaller number, large spines which vary in length from ) IO to 186/.1.. 
These spines have a rather broad, swollen basal part, the remainder is 
slender and tapering towards the tip. Another part of the external cuticle 
is shown in surface view in fig. 24 b. Here the smaller excrescences partially 
are divided into two 01' three smaller branches, the length of these hairs or 
spines varies from 7 to 12 It. Between these small excrescences there are a 
few thicker ones, 20 to 45 /-L long, which correspond in shape and size with 
the basal parts of the large spines represented in fig. 24 a. Undoubtedly 
these larger excrescences are the remainders of brok"n spines. The divided 
tips of many of the smaller spines probably also are the result of splitting 
or originally undivided ones. A third part of the exteri1al cuticle is drawn in 
fig. 25 a, here the smaller hairs or spines have a length of 6 to 131-'-, the 
large spines vary in length from 66 to 1301-'-. Many of the small excrescences 
have divided tips, the same has occurred in all the larger spines, so that they 
are split into three or four branches. It is probable that the tips of the 
excrcscences have obtained this shape by breaking or wearing off. 

In the three figul·es of excrescences in surface view a few of the smaller 



c 

Fig. 24. /.o.'rothy/ows variaiJilis, specimen no. 844. a, hi surface view of excrescen~es 
in various parts of the external cuticle; C, section of the external cuticle. X 530. 
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hairs are fouild to occur 011 the basal part of the large spines, this is 
especially to be seen in fig. 24 b. 

Sections of the external cuticle show the shape and size of the excrescen
ces in a sit'llilar manner. In fig. 24 c a part of the cuticle is drawn which 
shows two large spines and numerous smaller excrescences. The latter have 
a length of 20 to 2S po, ~he spines are 130 and 1481~ long. Fig. 2S b shows 
a part of the cuticle with hairs of a length of 13 to 16 po, a few of these 

b 

c 

Fig. 25. Lo.~·othyla(,I/.r variabilis, specimen no. 844. a, surface view of excre~cences 
of the external cuticle; b, C, section~ of the external cuticle. X 530. . 

have divided tips. Finally fig. 25 C rc.presents a part of the cuticle' with 
rather strongly divided hairs, varying in length from 12 to IS po. 

No retinacula were found in the preparations of the internal cuticle, made 
for this purpose. This does not mean, however, that these do not exist here. 

The eight specimens described above form an interesting group of 
individuals which correspond in important characters, but which on the 
other hand show such striking differences that their specific identity is 
not absolutely certain. The chief reason for uniting them into one species 
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is the peculiar state of the excrescences of the external cuticle, different 
from that found in any other species of the Sacculinidae. In each of the 
eight specimens the external cuticle is densely covered with comparatively 
small hairs, among which there occur, much more sparsely distributed, large 
spines. The spines as well as the small hairs rather strongly vary in shape 
and size, but this variation in the different specimens is not more pro
nounced than in the different parts of the cuticle of one and the same 
specimen. An important indication for the specific identity of at least the 
five specimens first mentioned in the list of material is the fact that these 
five specimens are from one locality and arc parasites of one species of 
host, Chlorodiclla nigra. The differences of the two specimens on the 
unidentified Xanthid and of the specimen on Actaea r1'iNcllii from the 
specimens on Chlorodiclla are not more striking than those of the specimens 
on Cldorodiclla among each other, 50 that there is no sufficient reason to 
regard these three specimens as specifically distinct from the five on 
Chlorodiclla. 

The large spines and, as a rule, the small hairs consist of approximately 
the same kind of chitin as that of the main layers. In sections no differences 
in staining are to be observed and the excrescences are united to the cuticle 
without any border-line. Exceptionally the small hairs may consist of a 
different kind of chitin, a more hyaline, harder kiI!d. Then there is always 
a sharp Hne of demarcation where the excrescence is adhering to the 
cuticle, t1nless it is attached to a superficial layer of the cuticle of hyaline 
character which itself is sharply limited from the main part of the cuticle. 
These hard, hyaline spines always are undivided. They may be broken, but 
then the tips are flat and broad. Now this fact gives evidence for the opinion 
already expressed in former pages that the divided spines and hairs which 
occur in many specimens, in reality are damaged excrescences, split into 
branches on account of breaking or wearing off. In all specimens at least 
a part of the e~crescences is undivided, but also in all specimens at least a 
part of the excrescences is divided. In specimen 722 A nearly all excres
cences are undivided, the same holds for no. 767 A and no. 844. In no. 691 A 
and no. 707 B the large spines as a rule are divided, the greater part of 
the small hairs are undivided. In no. 756 the spines are divided, the hairs 
in some parts of the cuticle are undivided, in other parts rather strongly 
divided. Specimen no. 991 A I has undivided spines, whilst most of the 
small hairs arc divided. 'I'his proves that not a division of the group into 
different species can be made based on the condition of the excrescences. 
The dimension of the spines and the hairs too 'is subject to extensive 
variation in the various parts of the cuticle of each single specimen, a 
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variation of the same order as that occurring m the excrescences of the 
whole group of specimens. 

The retinacula of the eight specimens, as far as they were found, too 
are of suffi 'icnt ly corresponding size and shape. In no. 722 A and in no. 
767 A they are distinctly larger and robuster than in no. 756, but in general 
they are of the sall1 type. 

'r h coIL t I'i lands of tIll' ight :P" im n f A unif nn type. 
In g'll I' ) 111 nu n 1 r )f 'anal is f lh 'am' r<1 
(m 'h/.ort)cHdlo lI igra u . 7 7 A nnd in th p imcn n lefl) fI t iipprtlii 

11 . lhL 11llmb · 1' i ' ' lightly larl{ r. But tJl rI lupm ' n1 of III Rn 1 
system in the colleteric glands often is in direct correlation to the size of 
1h an imals, so that the differences mentioned above are of 110 importance. 
'J h di stribution of the canals in the colleteric glands in all the specimens 
i, rather uniform. 

'1 h ' I' al diff i uHy ad ,s wh -11 W ' C 1111 il r ' \'h ' rnal cnit al organ. f 
11, ' i ~ h t:p itn ' l1 . II'h 'n all kind r di ff 'r Ii 'et a r m ' l wit h, s m of 
the" . Iti king 11 ugh lU r -ga l' \h 'lll as p i(i or ~ en s n ri cl; f-

. Tn Ih > fo llm ing tab I th hi f pllrli ula r f 
th · ighl p i tn~ n5 ar . howl1 . 

Number of specimen and I 
name of host Size of male genital organs 

722 A, on 
CMoracljell(}. lIiura 
691 A, on 
Chlarodi('lIa 1tiura 
707 B, on 
CfIlarocliclla uiyra 
707 A, on 
CII/oradid/a lIiura 

767 A, on 
Cfll(Jr(lcli,~lIa lIi{Jt'(1 

about equal 

left small, right large 

about equal 

left small, right large 

left small, right large 

991 A I. on left small, right large 
unidentified Xanthid crab 
756, on same species of left small, right large 

host as no. 991 A 1 

844, on AC/CI(,tJ rii/'/'dlii about equal 

Curvature of male genital 
organs 

distinct, narrow 

distinct, rather wide 

practically absent 

one slight bend ill right 
testis, bnt this testis 
running in dorsal direc
tion 

totally absent 

distinct, rather wide 

distinct, rather narrow 

distinct, wide 

To the data of this table may be added that in specimen no. 707 B the~e 
is a wide region in the vasa deferentia preceded and followed by narrower 
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parts, a feature which does not occur in this manner in allY of the other 
specimens, except, to a lesser degree, in no. 707 A. 

As far as concerns the cuticl1lar excrescences the eight specimens form 
~ homogeneous group. As the parasites of this group were living on three 
different species of crabs we have to admit the possibility that we are 
dealing with three species, and therefore we must make a comparison of 
the characters of three groups of specimens, viz., the five parasites of 
Cltlorodiclla nig1'o, the two specimens on the unidentified Xanthid, and 
the single specimen on Actal'a riippetlii. 

But first of all we must decide whether or not the five specimens on 
Clrlorodiclla. belong to one and the same species. When studying the male 
genital organs it is hardly to believe that they really are representatives of 
one species. The nos. 722 A and 69I A without any doubt belong to 1.0%0-

thy/actts, on account of the distinct curvature of the male organs. But in 
this character the two specimens are not completely alike, for in one the 
curvature is wide, in the other narrow. On account of the shape of the 
male organs no. 767 A should be placed into the genus Sacwli1La, for its 
male organs have a straight course. The two remaining specimens, nos. 

707 Band 707 A, have male organs which for nearly the whole of their 
extent have a straight course, but which show, in their ventral half, a kind 
of double turn, so that at first the male organs continue their course in a 
postero-anterior direction, and soon afterwards resume their original course 
in a dorsal direction. The situation found here therefore reminds of what 
we find in Sacculina, but the double turn proves that the specimens are 
not typical representatives of the latter genlls. This peculiarity is less 
distinct in no. 707 B than in no. 707 A. In these specimens there is a 
beginning of a curvature, the terminal part, however, does not proceed in a 
ventral direction, but continues in a dorsal direction. It may be regarded as 
an attempt for a curvature, but an attempt without complete Sl1ccess. Ex
plained in this way the five specimens form a continuous series in which 
one specimen only does not show at least a distinct trace of a curvature. 
The rli ffel'ences between the specimens are not sufficicntly striking to 
regard them as specifically different. 

When the five specimens on Chlorodiclla must be regarded ag repre
sentatives of onc species this species has to be placed into one of the genera 
Lo).~otllyloC1ts or Sacwlil/CI, as thc mesentery is complete. In some specimens 
the curvature of the male organs is so pronounced, that it would be im
possible to include them into Sa·cCllUHa. Adding this to the fact that 
the situation of the visceral mass in respect to that of the stalk is at least 
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unlike to that in SacCHlilla, there is ample reason to classify the species 
into the genus Lo%othylacf(s. 

The specimens on the unidentified Xanthic! undoubtedly belong' to the 
genus i,o:'CothylaclIs. 'rhe shape of the male genital organs of these two 
specimcns corresponds closely with those of no. 691 A, so that in all prob
ability they are specifically identical. 

In the specimen on Actaea. r.fi/'Pcllii the malc organs are of the same 
general shape as those of no. 722 A: in each specimen the two 11Iale organs 
are of equal size and are distinctly curved. Specimen 110. 844 differs, how
ever, to a certain degree from all the other specimens, the curvature of the 
male organs hel'e is wider than in any other specimen. Moreover the part of 
the male organs in which the wall is covered with ridges occupies a much 
longer region than in the other specimens: the ridges are found even in the 
anterior part of the curvature. But these differences do not seem to be of 
sufficient importance to warrant a specific separation of this single parasite. 

Nothwithstanding the pronounced individual differences the eight 
specimens described above arc united into one species, chiefly on account 
of the cuticular excrescences which are unlike those of any previously 
described species. In the gel~us Lo:rothylaclIs there is but onc species with 
excrescences of the same size (or of larger size) than those of L. 'variabilis, 
viz., L. C01'C 111 1/.11t. The conical spines of L. corcuht1H, however, are so unlike 
those of L. 7Jariabilis that a further comparison of the characters of the 
two species is unnecessary. 

Loxothylacus echioides novo spec. 

(£ig~. 26-29) 
I specimen examined: 
821. Mamoedjoc, Cclebcs, reef or shore, 4-5 Aug. 192\), Oil Elt,mll/lIlts C.1'SClt1ptus 

(Herbst); 12 X TO X 5 mm. 

Specific characters. Male genital organs rather widely curved, terminal 
parts not far from the centre of the visceral mass. Left testis larger than the 
right. Colleteric glands with a fairly large quantity of branched canals. 
Extel11al cuticle of the mantle densely covered with small h<l,irs varying 
in length from 19 to 45 p,. Between these hairs there occur, in far smaller 
number, large conical spines which are covered over the whole of their 
surface with hairs of the same shape as those just mentioned. The large 
spines have a length of 100 to 250 p,. Retinacula with 4 to 6 barbeu spindles 
which are 9 to 13 p, long. 

The specimen is of reniform shape, the stalk being placed in a concavity 
at the posterior region. 'fhe mantle opening with its surroundings does not 
project noticeably above the surface of the mantle. At the surface which was 
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touching the abdomen of the host the inantle shows one median and two 
lateral pronounced grooves, caused by pressure of the abdomen and the 
pleopods of the host. For the rest the mantle has a comparatively smooth 
surface. 

A few more details of the specimen are given below. 

Fig. 26. Lo.~·ot/r.yl(/r.fIS j·cfljoid.:s, longitudinal se'ctiol1!i; a, through 
the stalk and the mantlc opcning', each following !;cction from a 
more dorsal region, I c~, 1 , et c lllcteric gland; It, left testis; tnC, 
mantle cavity i mo, I1lRl1tJ· ,,"eni pg ; reg, right colleteric gland.; rt, 
right testis; sph, sJlhin t . \' (I ' manl iu opening; st, !;talk; vd, va~a 

deferentia ; Vill , vi sceral mass, X 12. 
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A section from the central part of the series of longitudinal sections 
shows that the visceral mass is attached to the mantle at some distance 
from the stalk (fig. 26 a). The same section shows that the colleteric glands 
are found in about the central part of the lateral surfaces of the visceral 
mass. The section furthet· shows the mantle opening, in a slightly farther 
dorsal plane this opening has vanished and the mesentery is visible. 

In their ventral part the vasa deferentia are narrmv canals (fig. 26 a) . 
Towards th~ dorsal region they gradually increase in size, whilst ridges 

a 

Fig. 27. LO:I'olhy/arH.f rchioid,'s, longitudinal section~ 
of one of the collcteric glands, posterior cnd at the 

uppet· side of the figures. X 60. 

develop on their inner surface (fig. 26 b) , There is a gradual transition 
from the vasa deferentia into the testes. In their dorsal pal'ts the male 
organs form a wide curve (fig. 26 c), so that the closed extremities of the 
testes lie not far from the central region of the visceral mass. The two 
testes greatly differ in sizt;, the right testis remains comparatively small, 
whilst the Idt has a very thick terminal part, which causes a considerable 
swelling of the visceral mass (fig. 26 b). 
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In this specimen the canals of the colleteric glands possess a distinct layer 
of chitin, represented in black in the figures of sections of one of these 
glands (fig. 27). One of these sections (a) is from the peripheral region, 
a second (b) from a more ccntral part, and t'he third (c) from a still more 
ccntral part, though still at some distance of the centre of the organ. These 
glands contain a fairly large number of branched canals, so that in one 
region (fig. 27 b) log sections of canals can be counted. The canal system 
of the colleteric glands forms a rather compact mass, which, howevet·, does 

Fig. 28. LIJ.1·ollr:/!ucl/s · j·chioidc.f, surface view of excrescences of the external 
cuticle. X 530. 

not callse the glands to protrude appreciably above the surface of the 
viscerallllass. 

Some measurements of transvC:!rse sections of the external cuticle of the 
mantle gave vahles varying from S2 to 194 fL. 

The surface of the external cuticle is rather densely covered with com
paratively small hairs or spines, between these occur large spilles which 
over the whole of their surface are covered with similar hairs or spines. 
A part of the cuticle is represented in surface view in fig. 28. Here the small 
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hairs have a length of 20 to 30 It, the two large spines present in this part 
of the cuticle are 98 and I59/-1- long. The largest of these spines has a basal 
thickness of 78 It. This spine, however, is not one of the very largest, some 
of these spines reach a length of 250/-1- and a basal thickness of 1l0 '/L. As 
appears from the figures and from the measurements the shape of the 
large spines is more or less conical. Their covering of smaller 'hairs is rather 
uniform in every part, so that in all probability these hairs form a typical 
part of the spines, not having arisen on account of division of an originally 
smooth spine. 

Fig. 29 shows two sections of different parts of the external cuticle, the 
one drawn around the other. In the section of fig. 29 b the median plane of 
one large spine is represented, which has a length of about 165 /-1-. The 
smaller spines on the cuticle and on the large excrescence vary in length 
from 25 to 45/L. In the other section (fig. 29 c) two bas::!! parts of large 
spines are to be seen together with a number of the smaller hairs. The size 
of the hairs in this part of the cuticle is from 19 to 27/-1-. In general the 
excrescences (the hairs as well as the large spines) are longer and thicker 
on the thick~r parts of the cuticle. , 

The internal cuticle of the mantle bears retinacula (fig. 29 a), distributed 
in the usual, manner. Usually they rave 4 to 6 spindles with distinct barbs. 
The length of these spindles varies from 9 to 13,.,.. 

Loxothylactts cchioidcs is pronouncedly different from all other species 
of the genus except one, I •. corculu1II. The spines, which occur on the exter
nal cuticle of the two species, are of similar shape and size. In L. corwlwll, 
however, the spines have a smooth surface, whilst in L. cchioidcs they are 
covered with numerous hairs. Moreover ,in L. cchioidr.!s there occur similar 
hairs on the cuticle between the spines, whilst these are not found in 
L. corC1f.lu'IH. 

A comparison of the male genital organs of the two species shows that 

al~o in this respect there are differences, In L. corwlu.1n the two male 
organs are of approximately equal size, they have a very wide curvature 
so that the terminal part of the testes lies in the anterior half of the visceral 

mass (Van Kampen & Boschma, 1925, pI. II fig. 3). On the other hand 
in the tyre specimen of 1.. cchioidl's the left testis is much larger than the 
right, the Cl1rvature of the male organs is rather wide, but the male organs 
are entirely contained in th e posterior half of the visceral mass. 

Moreover the retinacula are diff~rent in the two species. In L. cchioidcs 
they possess 4 to 6 spindles of a length of 9 to 1 3 I'~, whilst in L. Corclt/UIIl 

they have 8 to 12 spindles of 'a length of about 18,.,.. 
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b 

c 

Fig. 29. Lo.1:(}th~l/aws cclrioidcs. a, retinacula; hi C, sections of the external cuticle. 
X 530. 

'l'emminckil V 21 
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As only one specimen of Loxo~hylac1ts achioides is available it is not quite 
certain whether the shape and size of the male genital organs as described 
above is a constant specific character. The cuticular excrescences, however, 
sufficiently characterize the species. 

Loxothylac:ul torridu8 novo spec. 

(fig~. 3~40) 

4 specimens examined: 
794 B (holotype). Kera near Timor, 15-16 Nov. 192\), on Actaea 10 11/1'11 losa 

(M. Edw.); 8 X 60 X 2 mm. 
703 A. Near Koepang, Timor, reef, 8-9 Dec. 1929, Oil Actaea t01llr.lllosu (M. Edw.); 

8!,~ X 80 X 2y-l mm. 
703 B. Near Koepang, Timor, reef, 8-9 Dec. 1929, on Actat:a /omclltosa (M. Edw.) ; 

7Yl X 7 X 2 mm. 
684 A. Kera near Timor, reef, 22-23 Nov. 1929, on Actaea tOlllflllosa (M. Edw.); 

9 X 8 X 2y-l mm. 

Specific characters. M~le genital organs not curved, but as a rule showing 
in one region a definite deviation in postero-anterior direction. Left male 
organ slightly or pl'Onouncedly smaller than .right. Cavities of vasa deferentia , 
separated or united. Colleteric glands with a moderate quantity of branched 
canals. External cuticle besides the main layers composed of hyaline forma
tions in the upper .part, ·causing the surface of the cuticle to be divided 
into small areas with very distinct contours (diameter of the areas 6 to 
18 p,). As a rule each hyaline object has five or more lateral extensions, 
causing a pronouncedly sinuoij~ conto':1r in a surface view. The hyaline 
formations consist of upper parts which are in rather narrow mutual 
contact and variously tapering roots. The length of these formations is 
fro111 16 to 44 p,. Retinacula with 2 to 6 spindles of a length of 6 to 13 p" 

on which no barbs were found. 
In general the shape of the animals is more or less trapezoid, the anteriol' 

region being broader than the posterior region. The four angles, especially 
the anterior two, project as small knobs. Instead of trapezoid the shape may 
be more or less quadrangular, with slightly convex dorsal and ventral 
margins. In all specimens the surface of the mantle shows numerOl1S grooves 
which are especially pronounced in the marginal regions of the lateral 
surfaces. Here they form a system of parallel grooves along the dorsal and 
ventral region, passing at the above mentioned knobs with sharp angle into 
a similar system of grooves on the anterior part of the mantle. Besides these 
there are longitudinal grooves in the central region of the lateral surfaces. 
Owing to these grooves the whole mantle has a strongly wrinkled appear
ance. The mantle opening does not project noticeably above the surface of 
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the mantle, it is rather narrow, and lies in the middle of the anterior region. 
Some more details of the specimens follow here. 

No. 794 B. 

From the series of longitudinal sections it appears that in the middle 
part of the body the stalk is in direct contact with the visceral mass, the 
latter has only shifted some'vvhat to one side (fig. 30 a) . In more dorsal 

d e 

Fig . • w. Lo.t·otflylams lorridus, specimen 110. 794 B, longitlidinal sections; a, through 
the stalk, t!ach following section from a mon! dorsal rcgioJ1. Il, left testis; mc, mantle 

cavity; rt, right testis; st, stalk; VJlI, visceral mass . X :10. 

regions the visceral mass gradually moves towards the right half of the 
mantle (fig. 30 h, c), and the mesentery at last is attached to the mantle 
at a considerable distance from the posterior region of the hody (fig. 

30 cl, c, f). 
The vasa defcrentia, which in the region of the male genital openings 

are narrow canals (fig. 30 a), SOOI1 increase in thickness, whilst their cavities 
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become irregular on account of numerous ridges on the inner surface (fig. 
30 b). For some distance the two vasa deferentia renui'in separated, but 
towards their dorsal part they are completely united, so that even the cavities 
fro1l1 one space (fig. 30 c). In some parts of this region the sections show 
numerous small openings only, so that it is not distinct whether the two 
cavities are separated or not (fig. 30 d). In a slightly marc dorsal plane the 
two male organs a re completely separated again (fig. 30 e), and from this 
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Fig. 31. L(l.l'ulhy/aclIs /o'rridus, specimen 110. 

794 B, longitudinal sections of one of the 
colJeteric glands, posterior cnd at the upper 

side of the figllre~. X 80. 

region the testes, which do not 
increase in size, continue into a 

dors~l direction (fig. 30 f). 
The male genital organs do 

not show a distinct curve. 'rh ere 
is a slight change in the course 
of these organs in the region of 
fig. 30 cl, e. The part of the 
male organs at the ventral side 
of this region lies in the extreme 
posterior part of the visceral 
mass, whilst the part of the male 
organs at the dorsal side of this 
region lies at a slight distance 
from the posterior part of the 
visceral mass (fig. 30 f). P1'in. 
cipally in this specimen there is 
a similar curve as in specimen 
no. 684 A (fig. 38), but this 

curve is hardly to be·seen. 
In the colleteric glands of this 

specimen the canals show the 
product of secretioll, dl'awn in 
black in fig. 31. The canal 
system of the colletcric glands 

is well developed, the glands are rathet· flat, but comparatively large. Fig
ures of three sections of one of these glands are given here, one (fig. 31 c) 
from a peripheral region, the seconrl (b) from a morc central part, the third 

from a still more central region, but at a fair distance from the opening 
of the gland. In the section of fig. 31 a, which is from the part in which 

the canal system shows the largest amount uf branches, 7I canals can be 
counted. 

Some measurcments of the external cuticle of the mantle yielded values 
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of 22 to 75 I~, in general this cuticle is thicker in the anterior region of the 
body, thinner in ~e posterior part. 

The external cuticle does not possess distinct excrescences, but it consists 
of two kinds of chitin. In the tipper half of the cuticle there are small conical 
objects of a highly transparent, hyaline kind of chitin which are not stained. 
With their pointed ends they are emhedded in the main layers of the cuticle, 
forming a continuous mass with their more or less flat broad ends towards 

d 
c 

Fig. 32. L(} .. ~ollrylaClts /oyririlt.l, specimen no. 794 B. n, surface view of the external 
cuticle; b, roots of the excrescences as 5ecn slightly below the surface of the 

extel'l1al culicl,!; c, cl, sections of the external cuticle. X 530. 

the surface of the cuticle (fig. 32 c). In some parts of the cuticle these 
hyaline objects have another shape, at the surface of the cuticle they consist 
of a corpuscle of about the same breadth and height, which is projected into 
a rootlike expansion directed towards the lower layers of the cuticle in a 
straight or somewhat curved course (fig. 32 d). The hyaline parts of the 
cuticle drawn in fig. 32 c have a length of 21 to 271-', their thickness, in the 
superficial region of the cuticle, amounts to 7 to 10 1-'. 'I'he hyaline parts 
shown in fig. 32 d have a length of 30 to 36 p., the thickness of their upper 
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part is 5 to 7 p,. The thicker upper , part of the hyaline objects has an 
irregularly undulating contour, as results from a surface view of the cuticle 
(fig. 32 a). The hyaline chitinous parts are in close mutual contact, their 
numerous lateral excrescences fit exactly in niches between excrescences of 
the other hyaline chitinous parts. In this way a surface view of the cuticle 
reminds of what occurs in many species of Sacculinidae with a cuticle 
without excrescences, showing the parts originally secreted by each individ
ual cell of the epithelium. Here, however, the margins of each area are 
much more pronounced. When focussing at a slight distance below the 
surface of the cuticle the roots of the hyaline .. pat:ts become visible (~ig. 

32 b), these have a more or less round or oval or slightly polygonal contour. 
The areas in fig. 32 a, representing the upper surface of the hyaline chitinous 
parts, have a diameter of 6 to IS p" the roots in the plane shown in fig. 32 b 
have a diameter of 4 to 12 p,. 

On the internal cuticle of the mantle there occur retinacula of approxi
mately the same shape and size as those of the other specimens of this 
species. They are in a less suitable condition for drawing than those of the 
other specimens, so that I refer to the latter for further particulars. 

No. 703 A. 

In the middle region of the body the visceral mass is in direct contact 
with the stalk (fig. 33 a), the, visceral mass has here but slightly moved to 
the right of the median plane of the body. In a more dorsal region the 
mesentery is attached to the mantle at a fairly large distance from the 
pqsterior region (fig. 33 d, the posterior region is shown in the upper part of 
the figure). 

The vent;'al part of the vasa dderentia is narrow (fig. 33 a). In the 
region on the dorsal side of the stalk the male o,rgans become thicker and 
partially are in close contact (fig. 33 b, c, d), so that in some sections it is 
difficult to state whether the two cavities remain separated or not (fig. 33 b). 
In this region the main course of the male organs is in a postero-anterior 
direction. After this region the testes continue their course in a dorsal 
direction (fig. 33 e). The left testis is distinctly smaller than the right. 

Here again the male organs do not show a distinct curve as occurs in 
other species of the genu!; Lo),·othylaC1ts. The male organs are only bent 
twice at about right angles: once in a postero-anterior direction and once in 
a dorsal direction. 

The posterior part of a longitudinal section from the middle region of 
the body is represented in fig. 34. It shows the two col1eteric glands, which 
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are found in the anterior cnd of the visceral mass. One of these, the right 
(in the right half of the figure), is sectioned through about the centre, so 
that some of the widest branches of the canal system are shown. Of the left 

Fig, 33. LO.1'offlY/IICl/s fort'idllS, specimen no. 703 A, longitudinal sections; 
a, through the stalk, each following section from a more dorsal region. 
It, left te~ti!\; mc, mantle c~vity; rt, right testis i st, stalk; VIn, visceral 

maS!l. X 30. 

colleteric gland a section is represented from a region at a slight distance 
from the centre. In the drawing the number of canals in the right colleteric 

; 
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gland is 42, in the left SS, in some other sections this number is somewhat 
higher. 

The external cuticle varies in thickness in different parts of the mantle. 

Fig. 34. Ln:roth),laCfl.s torridt~s, specimen no. 703 A. 
Jongi~udinal section of the anterior part of the 
visceral mass, showing the two colteteric glands. 

X 60. 

Measurements of some parts of this cuticle gave amounts from 33 to 66 p.. 
The surface of the external cuticle does not possess distinct excrescences, 

but there are more or less conical parts of chitin of a strongly hyaline matter 
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which are placed in the upper half of the cutict~, their broader part upwards. 
In certain parts of the cuticle these hyaline objects are of a neatly conical 

b 

c 
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Fig, 35. Lo:rollrylaws lorridlls, a-d, specimen no. 703 B; e-h, specimen 110, 703 A. 
a, and e, slIrfal:e view of the external cuticle; b, c, and f, g, sections of the external 

cuticle; d, and h, retinacula, X 530. 

shape (fig. 35 g), gradually tapering from the broader part towards the 
top of the cone which is directed towards the lower region of the cuticle. 
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Often these conical chitinol(s plugs show a small central cavity as drawn 
in fig. 35 g. The length of these cones is 21 to 3°'11-, their thickest part has 
a diameter of 6 to 12 Jl. In other parts of the cuticle the plugs of hyaline 
ehitin have another shape, as, e. g., those represented in fig. 3S f. Here the 
thicker part fOmls a kind of knob, the remainder fonns a comparatively 
thick root pointing towards the lower region of the cuticle. The upper part 
of the hyaline parts of chitin here has a diameter of 8 to 10 p., the objects 
as a whole have a length of I9 to 2411-. As already appears from fig. 35 f, g, 
the upper. part of the chitinous plugs is extended laterally. These lateral 
extensions of the individual plugs are fairly numerous, so that each hyaline 

I 

object has five or more of these lateral extensions, the latter neatly fit into 
each other so that each lateral extension is enclosed in the space. between 
two extensions of another conical part of chitin. This is distinctly visible 
when the external cuticle is studied in surface view (fig. 35 e), then the 
surface appears to be divided into small areas with a sinUOllS contour, 
having a diameter of 6 to I8/J,. These areas are the broad parts of the 
conical objects consisting of hyaline chitin. 

On th~ internal cuticle thet'e occur retinacula of the usual shape, they 
-are distributed in the same way as in most species of Sacculinidae. E'ach 
retinaculum has 3 to 6 spindles which have a length of 6 to 9 p. (fig. 35 h). 
'fhe occurrence of barbs could not be stated with certainty. 

No. 703 B. 

Longitudil?-al sections from the middle part of the -body show that the 
visceral mass is in wide contact with the region of the stalk (fig. 36 a) . 
Towards the dorsal region, howevei', the place bf attachment of the visceral 
mass or the mesentery to the mantle shifts farther to the right, so that at 
last it is found at a considerable distance from the -posterior part of the 
body (fig. 36 f). 

The ventral part of the vasa deferentia runs straight along the posterior 
region of the visceral mass (fig. 36 a). In the region of the stalk one of the 
male genital organs, the right, changes its course into onc in a postero
anterior direction, as it is slightly tortuous the cavity appears in sections 
in several parts (fig. 36 b) . In a slightly farther dorsal plane the two male 
organs are in close contact (fig. 36 c), this lasts for a short distance only. In 
a still more dorsal region the right testis attains its lal'gest width (fig. 36 d), 
from here it continues its course again in a dorsal direction. Farthet' towards 
the dorsal region the left male organ shows a bend in postero-anterior 
direction (fig. 36 e), this part also shows an irregular lumen. S0011 after-
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wards the left testis runs for some distance in a dorsal direction (fig. 36 f). 
The left testis does not develop into an as wide tube as the right, but it 
does not differ appreciably from the latter in shape. As the figures show, 
the male organs, which in the beginning of ·their course are found at the 
extreme posterior end of the visceral mass (fig. 36 a), in their terminal 

Fig .• 16. La.fotity/ncfl.s torricill ,f, spec imen' no. 703 B, lo\)gitud ina l sections; 
a, through the stalk, each fo llo wing !lectioll [n'm a more do r~a l region. 
It, leit testis j Ivd, left vas cl ·Cere ll . 1 mc, mantle cavity; meli, m sell l ry; 
rt, right testis; !It, stalk; vd, va!ia deferentia i VIl1 , visceral mass. X 30. 

part al'e found at a fairly large distance from the posterior extremity of 
the visce~l' mass (fig. 36 f). . 

Le ngitueJinnl c,li n uf lh · can I y:t m in one of the colleteric gJiutds 
are ch'awn in f ig. 7. 1) £ Ih a i er rn a peripheral region, each af 
the fo l.lowing' h, c a r ' 1'0 111 near r lh " centre than the ,other. The figures 
thaw that thecolleteric gland is rather flat and that it does not contain a 
very large number of branched canals. In section b 32 of these canals are 
.present, in section c there are 33. 
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Some measurements of the thickness of the external cuticle of the mantle 
showed that this thickness varies from 22 to 55 /l. 

The external cuticle does not possess excrescences which project notice
ably above its surface. The cuticle consists of two different kinds of chitin, 
the main layers are formed of chitinous matter which can easily be stained, 

@ 

@ 
@ 

Fig. 37. Lo.\·ol"3,facus torrid1ls, specimen no. 703 B, 
longitudinal sections of one of the colleteric glands, 
posterior end at the upper side of the figures. 

X 107. 

whi lst in th upp part oJ III cuticl' 1 r ar found I>ject f a harder, 
lrOJl rly hya.lin kin of chitin, OIb dded in the main Jay rs. Th ' hyaline 
bje t hay n point cl xtremity which i ire t cl downward towards 

tll low r uriac ('lh uticle.' 'he oth r end of the e bj t. i. I I' ad r. 
A a wh I the hyaline chitin u bj et a1' f variall > 'ulpe and size, a 
appear from ll1 figul'CS made aft r tw diff rent part f lh utic1e 
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(fig. 35 b, c). In some parts of the cuticle the hyaline chitin-formations 
arc of a more or less conical shape, with a sharp point directed towards the 
lower surface of the cuticle. Besides this sharp point they possess numerous 
small spines on their sides. The upper surface is more or less rounded, so 
that they remind of minute turnips with numerous roots (fig. 35 b). The 
length of these objects is 16 to 21 p., the thickness of the upper part is 4 to 
12 p.. In other parts of the cuticle the hyaline chitinous formations consist 
of a short thick part with a flat upper surface and a root-like extension 
pointing towards the lower surface of the cUlicle (fig. 35 c). Here the upper 
part has a thickness of 5 to 9 p., the whole objects vary in length from 
39 to 44 ft. Besides these there are parts of the cuticle in which the hyaline 
objects have a more or less conical form, as they have been described in 
other specimens. A surface view of the external cuticle shows how the 
broader parts of the hyaline chitinous inclusions closely fit together ill a 
pattern of small areas with undulating margins, which have a diameter of 
6 to J 8 ,fL. Here each of the numerous lateral extensions of the hyaline 
objects fits into a notch between two of such extensions of ~lnother of these 
objects. 

On the internal cuticle of the mantle there are numerous retinacula, 
distributed in the usual manner. The retinacula possess two to six spindles, 
which arc 7 to 12 p. long (fig. 3S d). On these spindles no barbs could be 
detected. 

No. 684 A. 

Longitudinal sections through the stalk show that the visceral mass is 
widely in contact with the stalk, though on the right side (fig. 38 cl). In a 
more dorsal region the visceral mass has shifted farther to the right side, 
so that the mescntery is attached to the mantle at some distance from the 
posterior part of the mantle cavity (fig. 38 f, the upper part of the figure 
shows the dorsal part of the stalk). 

In their ventral part the vasa deferentia are narrow canals (fig. 38 a). 
In the middle part of the body, in the region of the stalk, the vasa deferentia 
bend at about a right angh! and continue their course in an anterior direction. 
In the series this part of the male genital organs is sectioned longitudinally, 
four sections thl'Ol1gh this part are represented in fig. 38 b, c, <I, e. In this 
region the lumen of the male organs is narrow on account of ridges on the 
inner surface. In fig. 38 c the straight ve,ntral part of the vasa deferentia 
is secn to pass into the postel'O-anteriol' part (right male organ, left side 
of the figure). When the male organs have reached a region at some 
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Fig. 38. LO.'l;ol"~J/QclIs torridll.r, ~pecilllell no. 684 A, longitudinal sections; a, through 
the ventral region of the male organs, each following section from a more 
dorsal region. ce, external cuticle; It, l~ft tcsti~; Ivd, left vall deferens; mc, mantle 
cavity; il, right testis; rvd, right vas deferens; st, stalk; VIll, visceral mass. X 30. 
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distance from the mesentery (fig. 38 f) the testes continue their course in 
a dorsal direction (fig. 38 g, h). At first (fig. 38 g) the testes are of 
approximately equal size, but farther towards the dorsal region the right 
testis grows considerably larger than the left (fig. 38 h). Though in some 
parts of the visceral mass the two male organs are in close contact, their 
cavities remain completely separated. 

The col1eteric glands do not protrude noticeably above the surface of 
the visceral mass. They contain a large number of branched canals. 
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Fig. 39. Lo.\·olhyf(lclIS I orridllS, ~pecill1tll no. 684 A, longitudinal 
st!ctl:>llS of onc of the colleterie glands, posterior end at the upper 

side of the figurt!s. X Bo. 

Longitudinal sections of one of these glands are given in fig. 39. One of 
these sections (a) is from the neighbourhood of the centre of the gland, 
it contains 57 canals, which at least partially are of comparatively large size. 
A second section (b) is from a more peripheral region, 56 canals are to be 
seen here, these as a rule are of smaller size. A third section (c), from the 
peripheral · part of the gland, contains a far smaller number of canals. 

In different parts of the mantle the thickness of the external cuticle varies 
from 33 to 80 I', as far as concems the measurements taken in a few 
instances. 

The external cuticle possesses eXCrescences which at the most project 
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for about 5 '/l. above its surface, and in many regions do not project at all, 
so that they hardly may be called excrescences. 'Jlhe cuticle consists of two 
kinds of chitin. The main layers are of the usual onsistcn e, easily to be 
stained. In the upper part of the cuticle there are object. of a hard, hyaline 
kind of chitin consisting of a thick knob and a sha rp spin" the latter 
directed towards the lower part of the cuticle. In surface view the ~Ilob-like 
parts are seen to fit nicely together in a kind of mosaic. Each knob has 
five or more lateral extensions which fit in into the notches between the 
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Fig. 40. Ln.,.,o/lIyl"ms /orridlls, ~pecimell no. 684 A, R, ~urface view of the external 

cutic;e; b~c1, sections of the external cuticle; e, retinacula, X S.~o. 

extensions of other knobs (fig. 40 a). In the represented part of the cuticle 
each knob has a kind of central cap rising above the rest of the knob. 1'he 
areas with more or less undulating margins formed by the Imobs of the 
hyaline parts have a diameter of 6 to 15/4, the central papillae of the knobs 
vary in size from 3 to 6,1" In sections of the cuticle the shape of the hyaline 
parts becomes mort: distinct. Generally they are shaped as in fig, 40 b, here 
the knobs with their lateral extensions and their central papilla are shown, 
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The pointed objects have a length of 24 to 30 f~, the thickness of the upper 
part varies from 6 to 15 I~. In other parts of the cuticle the hyaline objects 
are larger, though of corrtsponding shape (fig. 40 c). Here the length 

amouuts to 39 to 44 p., the thickness of the upper part is 10 to I 5 I'~' In again 
other reg'ions of the cuticle the hyaline varts are flat-topped and have 
slenderer root-like downward extensions (fig, 40 cl). The length of the 
hyaline parts varies here frolll 33 to 36/.1., their thickness (in the upper part) 
from 5 to IO I)" 

The internal cuticle of the mantle bears numerous retinacula, distributed 
in the usual manner. Each retinaculum has {om to six spindles 'which have 

a length of 7 to 131' (fig, 40 e), On these spindles no barbs could be seen, 

Nothwithstanding the fact that in one specimen the vasa dderentia are 
completely separ~ted, in another the cavities of the two vasa deferentia are 

partially uniteu, and ill the remaining two it is not certain whether these 
parts of the male organs are separated or not, the four parasites of Actaea 
tomt!ntQ.w undoubtedly belong to the same species. To this species the 
name Lo:rolh,'vlaclIs torridlls was given, but it remains questionable whether 

the specil·s belongs to the genus Loxoth:vlacHs or not. In species which show 
the charactt~rs of the genus Loxotlr.'ylaclIs ill a typical manner the visceral 

mass is attached to the mantle at some distance from the stRlk, and the male 
genital organs show a pronounced curvature, In the four specimens dealt 
with here the two characters mentioned above appear in a very defective 

manner, The same holds, perhaps ill an even morc pronounced manner, for 
the specimens described in the following pages as L, IHUsi7.lIlS. In the six 
specimens belonging' to thes(~ two species (which form a homogeneous group 
also as far as concerns the structure of their external cuticle) corresponding 
peculiarities arc to he observed, 

In the six specimens the visceral mass is in direct contact with the region 

of the stalk. It is true, the two parts of the body are not as closely united 
a~ in most species of SacclI'/ina., but they are not separated as in most species 

of Lo,-rotitylacHs, 'rhe mesentery, which in SaCC1Ilil1a is attached to the 
median reg-ion of the mantle, in the six spel.:imcns dealt with here towards 
the dorsal region gradually shifts to onc side of the mantle, so that at last 
it is attached to the mantle at a considerable distance from the posterior 
margin. 1'bi ... latter fact shows that the visceral mass in the dorsal part of 
tht~ body has a tend~llcy to occupy an oblique position in the mantle cavity. 

The male genital organs of the six specimens again are similar to a certain 
deg-ree though there arc c1i ffel'ences, which may be of some importance. In 
one specimen (no. 689 A, 1,. 1/ttlSi71I1S) the two male organs an: of about 

Tflmmillddn V 22 
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equal size, in one (no. 693 A, L, lIt'ltsi'I.Ilts) the right is somewhat smallel
than the left, and in the four specimens of 1. tvrridus the left is smallel
than the right. In all the specimens the general course of the male organs 
is more or less straight. Some of the specimens have male organs with a 
distinct double turn, in others this peculiarity is absent. The double turn, 
when present, occurs in a part of the male organs in which there are ridges 
on the inner surface, the male organs which at first were running in a 
ventro-dorsal direction here change their course into one in a postero
anterior direction. This part always is rather short, soon the male organs 
resume their course in a ventra-dorsal direction. Instead of a real curvature , 
we may regard this double turn as a curvature resulted into a failure. 

The peculiarities of the male organs of the six specimens al'e shown 
in the following table which facilitates the comparison of the specimens 
in this respect. 

Parts of male 
Number of specimen Sil!e of male genital Cavities of vasa genital organs in 
and name of host organ~ deferentia postero-anterior 

direction 

794 B, 011 ! left slightly smaller united Ilot distinct 
A claea· 10lllellJoso than right 

703 A, on left slightly smaller (completely?) distinct 
Aclaea 10'lllclllosa than right separated 

703 H, 011 left ~ll1aller than (completely?) distinct 
A clacn IOIllCHlosa right ~cjlaratcd 

684 A, 011 left smaller than completely di~tinct 
A (tat'a. I01lleHtosa right ~eparalcd 

689 A, on C3'IIIo about equal united practically absent 
JIIc/allodacly/us 

()9J A, on PII3'IIIO- right. slightly united practically absent 
clires 1111911/alll! smaller than left 

In the colleteric glands of the four specimens of Lo~~ol/,)'laCIIs tvrridu I" 
no striking difference are found. 

The cuticular formations of the four specimens are built after the same 
pattern. A surface view of the external cuticle always shows numerous 
hyaline objects in close arrangement, each with its lateral extensions fitting 
into spaces between those of other objects. The size and shape of the roots 
with which the hyaline parts are embedded ill the main layers of the cuticle 
is subject to some variation. The hyaline objects form such a peculiar feature 
of the species that it is at once distinct from all other species of the genus, 
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LoxothylacuB mUlivul novo spec. 

(figs. 41'-47) 

2 sllecin,ens examined: 
689 A (holotype). Near Koepang, Timor, reef, 3 Dec. 1929, on C)'IIIO 1I1(;'/allodact)'/us 

De I-Iaan; 7 X 5 X 2 mm. 
693 A. Near KoellanS', Timor, shore or reef,S Dec. ]929, 011 Phj'",odius ml!7u/aIHs 

(H. M. Edw.); 7 X ,,~.tS X 2)1'2 mm. 

Specific characters. Male genital organs practically straight, of equal size 
or one slightly smaller than the other. Cavities of vasa deferentia partially 
united. Colleteric glands with a moderate number of branched canals. 
Excrescences of the external cuticle protruding for 3 to 12 p. above the 
surface. Their upper part has a sinuous contour (diameter 3 to 15 p,), they 
have three or four lateral expansions, and, especially their upper part, 
consists of a hyaline kind of chitin. The excrescences are' placed on the 
upper surface of the cuticle or penetrate the upper layers of this cuticle 
with roots of di Herent size. The total length of the excrescences varies 
from 3 to 30/L. Retinacula with :2 to 6 spindles, which have a length of 

7 to 14 fL. 

The chief particula 1"S of the anatomy and the cuticular excrescences of 
the two specimens are given below. 

No. 689A. 

The animal has more or less trapezoid shape, the posterior margin 
and the two lateral margins are more or less straight, but the anterior 
margin is sinuous, as the angles are roundly protruding and the central 
part too is enlarged. The mantle opening, which does not protrude notice
ably above the surface, is rather narrow. It lies at some distance from the 
margin, on the surface which faced the thorax of the host. To the naked 
eye the mantle does not show pronounced grooves. 

The region" of the stalk is not clearly separated from the visceral mass, in 
the middle part of the body the two parts are more or less in contact with 
each other (fig. 41 a). Towards the dorsal region the mesentery is attached 
to the mantle at some distance from the posterior region (fig. 41 g, here the 
posterior part of the body is at the upper side of the figure). 

The ventral parts of the vasa deferentia are narrow canals, running along 
the posterior margin of the visceral mass (fig. 41 a). In the most dorsal 
region in which the visceral mass is attached to the mantle the two vasa 
Deferentia arc in close contact (fig. 41 b). In the longitudinal sections 
they have here an oval contour, so that we can say (if we want 
to find any possible character which is peculiar to the genus Loxothylacus) 
that the male orgalls are very slightly bent here. But this bend is really 
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of so little impo r lan<:· that we can better sny tha t the male organs al' 
slightly lateral ly 'ompressc.:d. in Ihis r gion, In a somewhat farther dorsal 
plan ' lh' two ma le Ol'g'lll5 an: largely united, so that they fom1 a single, 
raUIt!!' \ id, cana l which, huwli me ridges 11 its inn r 'urfa (fig. 41 c), 
For som tim III '1' I' muillS a CO III III on cavity, wh ilst thl! wall in reases 
i ll thicklLcss (f ig, 4'J d) , 1n (I more dol' a1 region tht! twu cav it ies of th 
11141 1, organs become separa ted a ,ain (fig. 41 c) ann grad ually the two t stes 
loo " tbdl' mutl1al COI1(a t (fig. 4I f), Toward tht: de rsa l region of th 
vi cera l mass the testes ' lightly increaR in 5i7. all I obtain a widcr IUIll n 

Fig, 41. LO.I·otl,),/r'C'M 1/I.1/..li~'".~, 'P ('1 111t'll lW, Mk A, longitudinal sections i a, through 
the stlllk, each folluwinQ' sectioll r mill !I more! uor~a l region., ee, external cuticle i It, 
left tc~tis i mc, mantle CRvity; I't, right 1 ~ I i ~ i ~ !, , talk i vd, vilsa deferentia i vrn, 

vi~c ' ral IIlOS:;, X JO, 

cli n of fig, 41 g the 
re f01'1ll nea rly slraight 
the visc(!ntl mass. The 

(fig, 41 g). In the l' giul1 [arl'he t' IOl'sally than the 
teste :\oOlL t ' fllliHBI'e, ' ['bl:! male genital nrgans lheref 

{)I'g-al1s which st retch al rmg' (11 ' pus terior IlHll'gill of 
t\ (J male org:ws arl:! f approximately equal ' ix', 

'1\\ 0 longitudinal sc;cl iul1s of OllC of th 'o llderi' glands arc ~ iv'n in 
fig .• .p'!, both from the n~giull in \ hich thl: l'an::ll s),s( 'Ill i. 1I10s t SII'l)I1 r1y 
branched, Ilt' of 111 s " (b) i ' fl'on1 a slightly ll10re peripheral region 
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than the ot her (a). The numher of canals in these sections is 311 and 36. 
The glands do not nO'ticeably protrude above the surface of the visceral mass. 

The thickness of the external cuticle of the mantle was measured in 
various regions, these measurenwnts gave valul's from 12 to 62/1" 

The external cuticle is coverer! with excrescences which have a height 
of 3 to 9 fL above the surface of this cuticle. They are so dosely arratlged 
that between them very narrow grooves remain . This is clear especially 
when the excrescences are stt1died in surface view (fig. 43::\, b). Owing 
to mutual preSSt1re during their development the excrescences have obtained 

Fig. 42. Lo.ro/ h)'/ac1ts ,,/1/ si'/.'1I s, 
specimen 110. 689 A, longitud
inal section!; of one of the 
colleteric glands, posterior end 

at the upper side of the 
figures. X 80. 

an irregularly sinuous contour, with compara
tively few (usL1ally four, more or less cross-\vise 
arranged) lateral expansions. The diameter of 
these excrescences varies f 1"0 m 3 to 12 1'" In 
th.e various parts at' the cuticle these excres
cences are of a more or less uniform shape. 
Fig'. 43 a is drawn after a part of . the cuticle 
from the surface of the mantle which was 
lying against the thorax of the host, fig. 43 h 
a fter a part of the ('uticle f )'0111 the other lateral 
surface, but there is hardly any difference in 
the shape of the excrescences ill the two fig-
ures. The parts of the excrescences which 
project above the surface of the cuticle consist 
wholly or partially of a hard, more or less 
hyaline kind 0.£ chitin, which does not stain 
with borax carmine. This hard kind of chitin 
is at least present in the outer part of the 
excrescences, the interior often consists of an 
easily staining w~aker kind of chitin. When 
studying the excrescences in sections of the 
cuticle it appears that their length and shape 
in side view are different in the variol1s parts 

of the mantle. In some places we find excresc~nces which are attached to 
the surface of the cuticle only, not penetrating into the cuticle (fig. 43 c). 
In this figure the excrescences have a height of 3 to 5 It. In other parts of 
the cuticle each of the excrescences at its under surface is prolonged into a 
small thin root, penetrating for a short distance into the main layers of the 
cuticle (fig. 44 c). In the section shown in this figure the total length of 
the excrescences is 7 to 13/1.. The smal1 root seems to consist of a similar 
kind of chitin as that of the cuticle itself, at all events it is not of the 
strongly hyaline structure as at least the outer part of the excrescences. 



a 

~~€a 
Of QOO£SD ~ooB 

~~~~d 
Fig. 43. LO,'ro/I,ylamJ' 711I1.fivlIs, ~pecimen no. 6HC) A. a, h, ~urface view of excres
cences in various parts of ihe t:xtcrnal clIlirle; c, srction of the external cuticle; 

ri, retinaculum on the internal cuticle; e, retinacula. X ~30. 
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[11 still other parts of the l,tltil'ie the roots of the excrescences are slightly 
thicker, btlt they always remain comparatively short (fig. 44 a, b); the 
roots of the excrescences are never longer than the remainder. The whole 
length of the chitinous objects represented in the two latter figures is from 

9 to T 3 I" (fig. 44 a) and from 14 to J9 t" (fig. 44 b). 
On the internal cuticle of the mantle there OCCUI" many retinacula, which 

are distributed in the usual manner. They form the centre of a part of the 

cuticle where the cens form a more or less circular group, so that the parts 

.of the cuticle secreted by eac.h cell have a neatly concentrical anangemellt 

a 

b 

Fig . ..j~ . LrI.roll,)'!l1fU.\· III 1/.1'i1i11 S, specimen 110. 689 A. a-l', se.l'tiol1s 
of the exit' I'll a I eutirlc, X 530. 

<. fig. 43 cl). A few isolated retinacula are shown in fig, 43 e, Each retinacu
lum has two to six spindles (usually four or more), the latter are distinctly 

barbed, The spindle!'; have a more 'or less slender shape, they are 10 to 

14 I" long', 

No, 693 A, 

The shape of the animal is 1l10r~ or less oval. 'rhe posterior region has a 
('oncave centre (attachment of the stalk), in the anterior region the two 
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ang les ar p rotrllding as small round d knobs. T he mantle opening i narrow, 
not protl'llding nOli cablyabov the surface, il lies at it slight diManc from 
the alll riOl' r gion, on Ih · .<; l1 rface which was tu rn 'd again. t the thorax 
of Ill ' Tab. 

Fig. 45. Lo.ro lh),lorIfJ 'I/I1!SiVIIJ, specimen 110. 693 A, longitudinal sections; a, through 
the stalk, each fo llowing section from a more dorsal region. cc, extcmal cuticle; 
It, left te li s; III C. mantle cavity; rt, right testis; st, stalk; vd, vasa deferentia; 

vm, vi~ceral mass. X 45. 
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A seric~ of longitudinal sections was made from this specimen. This 
series is not without faults, the animal was very hard and difficult to handle. 
Moreover various parts of the Lady, especially the colleteric glands, could 
not he stained in a perfect manner. Notwithstanding these deficiencies the 
chid particulars of the anatomy of the specimen could be ascertained with 
sufficient accuracy. 

In the middle part of the body the visceral mass is distinctly united to the 
region of the stalk, though it is separated from the left half of the mantle 
and adhering' 1'0 the 'right side (fig. 45 a). In a more dorsal region the 
mesentery is attacl1ed to the mantle 
at some distance from the posterior 
region (fig. 45 e). 

In their ventral part the vasa de
ferentia forlll narrow canals (fig. 
45 a). Towards the dorsal region of 
the stalk they increase in size and be
come morc or less united. At first the 
two cavities remain separated (fig. 
45 h, c), but gradually they f01'111 one 
single lumen of irregular shape as a 
result of ridges on their thick wall 
(fig. 45 et). Farther towards the 
dorsal region of the visceral mass the 
two male organs become separated 
again, at first the two testes are rather 
narrow (fig. 4S e) but especially the 
left increases in size before it ter
minates (fig. 4S f). The dorsal ex
tremities of the male organs are found 
at a considerable distance from the 
posterior margin of the visceral mass, 
so that the general course of the male 
organs is more or less oblique. In their 

a 
Fig. 46. Ltl:,olllyltlcI/S 1IIIIsiv1f.s, spec
imen IlO. 693 A, longitudinal sections 
of one of the collcteric gland8, pos
terior end at the tIppet' side 0 f the 

fjgure~. X J07. 

terminal region oue of the testes (the left) is lying more allteriorly than the 
right (fig. 45 f). The male organs have an approximately straight course, in 
one region (fig. 45 b) they are slightly compressed in a lateral direction 
whilst their cavities have a postero-anterior direction. This might indicate 
that the male org~ns form a slight bend in this region, b~lt it is too in
conspicuous to lay stress on this f~ct. 

Two longitudinal sections of onc of the colleteric glands are shown in 
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fig. 46, one (b) from the neighbourhood of the female genital opening, the 
other (a) from a more peripheral region. One of these (a) shows 32 canals, 
lhe other Cb) 37. Possibly this number may be larger in other sections, but 
in many sections the structure of the colleteric glands is rather indistinct. 
'I'he gland protrudes some\vhat above the surface of the visceral mass, the 
branches of the canals form a rather compact system. 

III various parts of the mantle the thickness of the external cuticle was 
measured, this resulted in amounts varying frOln '27 to 55,..,. 

In surface view the external cuticle .appears to possess excrescences which 
ex.tend for 6 to 12 JL above U1C surface. 'l'hey ha~e a peculiar shape, showing 
lat.era! extensions which closely fit in the space left between similar exten
sions of other excrescences (fig. 47 a). 'rhe lateral extensions are few in 
number (three or four), they are large in comparison to the central part, 
usually the extensions are broader in their distal part tllan in their 
proximal part, so that the excrescences appear as if strongly compressed. 
Between the excrescences there arc narrow grooycs of an Irregularly sinuous 
course. Sections of the cxtenlal cuticle show that the excrescences below 
the surface of the cuticle possess a kind of root. This root may be thick and 
short (fig. 47 d) or long and slender (fig. 47 e). In contradistinction to the 
upper part of the excrescences 'the roots consist of a kind of chitin which 
easily can be stained. The upper parts .of the excrescences at least partially 
consist of a harder, hyaline kind of chitin. 1~his nlay be confined to the 
superficial region, so that a central mass of weaker, stainable chitin is 
d i tin tl isiblc (indicated with dotted lines in fig. 47 c, d), but in other 

I 

pa rt i I hCi! cuticle the whole or nearly the whole of the excrescences, except 
th r I. , consists of hard chitin (fig. 47 e, f). The diameter of the 
excrescences, as seen in surface view, varies from 3 to IS lA., their length, 
including the roots, is different in different parts of the mantle. 'j1he ex
crescences drawn in fig. 47 c vary in length frern 16 to 21 p., those of fig. 47 cl 
from IS to· is JL, those of fig. 47 e from 21 to 271L, and those of fig. 47 f 
(ram 27 to 30 ,~. ~these differences are largely due to the different sites ·of 
the roots, the uppet· part.s of the excrescences vary in height from 7 to 12 p.. 

Retinacula arc found in the usual manner, as far as concerns distributiun 
and quantity, on the internal cuticle of the mantlc. They posscss three to 
six spindles, which have a length of 7 to 9 p. (fig. 47 b). On these spindles 
no barbs were visible. 

The specimens described here as LO.folhylacus fntuivfts correspond in 
Illany details wi'th the specimens of I,. torridus described above. 'l'he male 
organs' and the c()l1ctcric glands are not principally different in the two 
species (the vasa deferentia for a part of their course are much more 
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widely united than in ally of the specimens of L. torridus, but it is question. 
able whether this peculiarity may constitute a specific character). 1'he 

c d 

e 
f 

Fig. 47. LI1.t·ollt:ylacus IImsi1Ju.f, specimen 110. 693 A. a, surface view of excrescences 
of the external cuticle; h, ·retinacula i c-f, sections of the external cuticle. X 530. 

cuticular excrescences, however, are of a slightly different kind. In the 
four specimens of L. torridus the hyaline objects of the cuticle are so 
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strongly alike in the part which li es at tbe surface of th' cuti'le, that it i 
high ly improbable tbat the sp 'ci ll1cn dealt with here, in which the hyalin · 
parts of the cuticle have anoth 'r sha.pe, hcl ng to th same SI 'ci!!!;. Tt is 
dirfi tIlt to point otltlhc difiel'Cll cs btw ell th hyaline bjccts ill the two 
. peei s. 'In L. /oY1'idus they always have a larger IlmUbC1' of lat ral "pan-
i HS than ill ~. wflsivlIS, :0 that urfa views of the cuticle of the two 

speci s are quil different. A. a rule in L. ton'ialls lh re are fi • or more 
lah:ral extension ' 011 ach hyaline object, whilst in 1.. 'lll1I.s;?I/lS this ll11mbe!' 

i. three 01' { ur. 'J'hel'cforc ill L. tOt'rilt.us th ' ce ntre of Ihe hyaline forma
ticms is iargt! in comparison to th la teral expansions, whi lst ill L. II/'IISi7 11/S 

the enlrnl part is much nal'rowc,'. l' r ' ycr in L. '/II.U.riV1/S th e hyaline 
parts rise slightly above the surface of the uti le; in L. tor1'ia',,~ tlpy do 
not rise p rcepliblyabov the ellliel and th 'J' >fore do not des~rv (he nam 
cxcrc. cenc 'so The figures show ' the differ n cs 111 ntioned much better 
than a detailed des'ription. 

'rh' r tinarula of one specimen oJ LO.l:ot/t,·ylaclls I/llIsi1) '/S (no, 89 A) 
have long'r spindles thaJ1 those of 1 . t01'l'idIlS, moreover the spind le in 
th f · 1'111 I' speciml!n are s!c.mderer than Lho e of the l:ltlcr. To thl?SC minute 
t1i fferences, howev r, should not be given too much imp rtal1cc. Mol' QV '1' 

1h retinal'tlla of the other specimen of I,. m1tsi~ liS (no. 693 A) arc very 
simila r to those of L. /ot'ridqls. 

Jll the specimen on (.:), 111 0 1ILf.'lmlOdac/)Ilns Ih exc rescences Rre of a dif
ferellt shal from those f the specimen on Ph)'IIWd'i1IS H11'{j1/'/Q.tIlS. As the 

ther character' of th specimens do not distinctly point to a spe ific dif
ference it s Il1S right to unjte the two, at least prov.isiona!!y, inlO ne 
species. 

Loxothylacu8 brachythrix novo spec . 

• (figs. 48-58) 
4 specimens examined: 

814 A (ho!otype). Ternate, shore, 1-2 April 1930, on .YOIII/IO SCIII{JfliHCIIS (M. Edw.); 
lO X 7Va X 5 mm. 

702 A. Tidol'e, shore, 24~29 Sept. 1929, 011 Xllllllio sa""l~i/lclls (M. Edw.); 12Va X 

8 X 5 mm. 
897 A. Ternate, 29 Sep!. 1930, 011 )\01ltllo Sl111[Jflilllms (M. Edw.); 13 X 10 X 4 mm. 
749 A 1. Near Kocpang, Timor, reef, 3 Dec. 1929, on Lybia. tcsscllcrta (Latr.); 

4~-S X 3 X 2Y:l mm. 

Sp ific 'hal'H ters, Male g nita) organs in tl1e posterior part of the 
visceral mass, both or aL least (Jne enlarged into a wide I ouch . llrvaturc of 
male organs t1istin ·t or slight. Collct~ric glands WitJl a mod rate Quantity of 
branched caJ1als. Externa l cuticle of the mantle with pap.illa or sma ll hair 
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which on their tips bear a crown of minute spines. These excrescences vary 
in length from 4 to 271.1.. Retinacula with 3 to 6 barbed spindles which vary 
in length from 9 to 15 I~. 

Three of the specimens are broadly oval with concave anterior and 
posterior margins, so that they are more or less dumb-bell shaped. In one 
specimen (no. 749 A r) the anterior region is rather narrow, so that it is 
of a more or lcss triangular shape. The mantle opening lies at the top of 
a distinct tubular expansion of the nlantle, in the centre of the anterior 
ma rgin,. the opening itself is slightly tumed towards the thorax of the host. 
With the exception of a pronounced longitudinal groove in the region of the 
stall~, at the s urface facing the abdomen of the host, the mantle does not , . 
show pronounced grooves or ridges. 

Two' Sacculinlds- 'were present on the abdomen of the specimen of Lybia 
tcsscllcita, onc o( these was studied. 

A more detailed description of the various specimens follows here. 

No. 814 A. 

The middle part of the series of longitudinal sections shows that visceral 
mass and stalk are partially united, so that an important character of the 
genus LV;\'oth),laC'lls (visceral mass attached to the mantle at some distan~e 
from the stalk) is not apparent in this specimen. On the other hand the stalk 
does 110t for111 a direct continuation of the visceral mass, the latter has 
shi fted somewhat to one side (fig. 48). 

In their ventral part the vasa defercn tia are comparaJtively wide (fig. 48 a), 
in a more dorsal region they become slightly narrower (fig. 48 b), after
wanls they widen again and gradually pass into the voluminous testes (fig. 
48 c). The testes form wide, rather t,hin-walled, sacs which are slightly 
compressed laterally (fig. 48 d, e). The male genital organs are curved in so 
far that they show a distinct bend in the place of transition of the vasa 
defel'entia into the testes. The vasa deferentia run in a ventro-dorsal direc
tion, the testes have their greater length in a posterio-anterior direction. In a 
small part of the series only an indication of a fl1rther curvature is to be 
seen (right testis in fig. 48 c). So also this charactel' of the genus LV.'l;othy
lacus (terminal part of the male genital organl; recurvcd in a ventral direc
tion) is hardly observable. 

The colleteric glands have a well developed canal system. Tliree longi 
tudinal sections of one of these glands are shown in fig. 49 a- c. Of these 
one (a) is from a peripheral part, each of the other is from a more central 
region, though the last (c) is still at a certain distance from the centre. In 
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the section of fig. 49 b a fairly large amount of canals (62) is 10 be seen. 
~rhc external cuticle of the mantle is rather thin. as appears frOit1 fig. 

Fig. 48. Lo:rolllyfncu$ bracliyll,ri.f., . llce-Im IJ n . 814 • I IllCitlll.l lnsl section,,: Ii, through 
the IIlalk, each fbJlowing iCcllon fre m a mur ' (hr I r «11111 . 11 , left te."tlll Ivd, l ' fl 
VBII deferens: mc, mantle cavity: rt , rig ht I ,( i.; rwJ, ighl vu deferens: I, tn lk i 

vm, I c rn l mn , . X 30. 

50 d-f. Here its thickness varies from 9 to 181£. In some parts of the 
mantle it is somewhat thicker, but its thickness rarely exceeds 30 p.. 
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Fig. 49. Lo.rolhylaCIIs braclJy'"ri;r, longitudinal sections of coJletcric 
gland!!, posterior end at the upper side of the figures. a-c, from 
specimen no. 8J4 A: d-g, fJ:om specimen no. 897 A. a-c, X 80; 

d-g, X 45. 
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N early the whole of the surface of the external cuticle is covered with 
papillae or small hairs which differ in shape and size in various parts. 
Only occasionally parts of the cuticle are met with which are devoid of 
these excrescences. Then often the areas with irregular contours (diameter 

Fig. 50. LO.1·oll,y/ClCIIs Imrcl,),tI'rj.1~, specimen no. 8I4 A. :1, h, surface view of excrcs
CCllC'es ill various "art~ of the external cuticle; c, ~urface vicw o£ a part of the external 
cuticle without excrescence~; cl-f, sectio1H~ of the external cuticle; fr, retinacula. 

X 530. 

varying from 7 to 22 /.~) al'e visible, which art! the parts of the cuticle 
secreted by each individual cell of the epithelium of the mantle (fig. 50 c). 
The papillae or hairs may be rather slender (fig.so a), varying in length frol11 
7 to 12 p., attaining a thickness of about 3/),. On their extremities these 
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excrescences bear a number of minute spines, which are arranged in a 
more or less circular crown on the tips. When the excrescences are shorter 
they usually are thicker, in the shape of papillae (fig. 50 b). J n the figured 
part of the cuticle these papillae have a length of 6 to 8 IL, their thickness 
amounts to maximally about 6 IL. Here again they possess distinct minute 
spines on their tips, arranged in a more or less circular manner. The three 
sections of the cuticle represented in the same figure again show the 

d . 
Fig. 51. LO:I:olh'ylums brachl'thri.1·, specimen no. 702 A, longitudinal 
!iections: a, through the stalk, each following section frol11 a more 
dorsal region. It, left testis; rt, right testis jilt, stalk, vm, visceral 

mass, X 20. 

val"iation in size and shape of the excrescences. In one part of the cuticle 
(fig. 50 d) the papillae have a length of 4 to 9 IL, they are rather thick and 
bear comparatively strong minute spines. In another part of the cuticle 
(fig. So e) the excrescences vary in length from 6 to 12 11" t~ey correspond 
with the hairs of fig. 50 a. In a third part of the cuticle (fig. 50 f) the hairs 
are shorter (4 to 6 IL), but of about the same thickness as those of fig, 50 a, 
l'crnminckin V 
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The excrescences shown in the two latter figures have very small spines 
on their extremities. 

Numerous retinacula OCCUI" on the internal clllic1~ of the mantle, distrib 
uted over the surface of this cuticle in the usual \\'ay. Each retinaculum 
possesses three to five spindles, which have a length of I I to J411. (fig. 
50 g). The retinacula in this specimen are more or less covered with detritus 
and remains of chitinolls layers from the colleteric glands, so that it COll1r1 

not be determined \vith certainty whelher th\!)' possess barbs or not. 

No. 702 A. 

The visceral mass IS attached to the mantle at a slight distance from 
the stalk, the latter is short and 

a 
Fig. 52. I. n.\·n I ":,,IrWI ,f ('r(l(IIyIIJri,1', specimcn 
no. 7~ A, longiludinul Mectlollll of one of thc 
collcteric glands, ))()slcrinr end at the upper 

somewhat obliquely placed on 
the body (fig. SI a). 

In their ventral part the vasa 
deferentia have a comparatively 
thick wall which on the inner 
surface shows a number of 
ridges (fig. 51 a), in more dorsal 
regions they have a wider lumen 
and in this state they gradually 
pass into the testes (fig. SIb, c), 
'rhe testes are not strongly dif
fering in size, they are enlarged 
into volu111inolls sacs which are 
slightly compressed laterally; 
their long axis practically runs 
along the ('hid axis of the body 
(fig. 51 d), ]n the place of 
IraJ1~jtion of the vasa deferentia 

side of the figUre!!. X 30. 
into the testes the male organs 

show a distinct bend, more Of less at a right angle. They are, tl1crciorc, 
not so strongly curved that their lumen appears twice in many sections; in 
some sections only (fig. 51 c) this occurs. 

The colleteric glands in this specimen show the chitinous secretion in 
the canals. Three longitudinal sections of one of these glands are shown 
in fig. 52. One section (a) is from a peripheral part, the second (b) from 
a more central I'cgion, the third (c) from a still 1110re central part of the 
gland, but still at a considerable distance from the cel1tre, so that the largest 
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branches of the canal system are not shown. The section of fig. 52 c is f!'Om 
the region whit'h contains the largest amount of branches of the canal 
:system, 45 of these are to be counted in this section. 

The external cuticle of the mantle is not very thick, it usually measures 
from 20 to 30 It. In some places it is thicker, up to So p. (in the drawing of 
the longitudinal section in fig. 51 it is in some places rather exaggerated). 

On its surface the external cuticle bears hairs which at their tips show a 
·quantity of ri1inute spines, more or less arranged as a circular crown. In 
general these hairs have a length of 7 to 12 P. (fig. 53 a) or slightly longer. 

, 

Fig-. 5;~ . L(1.l'otlryf(J('II.I' lmlch)'I"ri.I', specimen "0. 702 A. a, surface view of excres
-cences on the external cuticle; h, c, sections of the external cuticle j cl, retinacula. 

X 530. 

In some parts of the cuticle the hairs are comparatively thick, up to 5 F' 

(fig. 53 h, length of the hairs 12 to IS ,,), in other parts they are slenderer 
(fig. 53 c, thickness about 3/1., length IS to 18/1.). 

The intetnal cuticle of the mantle bears numerous retinacula, distributed 
()VCI' the surface of this cuticle in the usual way. They are distinctly visible, 
not covered with foreign matter, so that the barbs with which the spindles 
are covered are clearly visible (fjg. 53 d). Each retinaculum has three to 
five spindles, which have a length of 9 to 13/J.. 
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No. 897 A. 

As appears from the series of longitudinal sections the visceral mass IS 

attached to the mantle at a considerable distance from the stalk (fig, 54 b), 

Fig, 54. Lo.~·otltyItICIIs bI'Clc/lytlrri.1', specilll n 110, 8V7 A, ngituo /nnl lion; 
a, through the ventral region of the mal e ort:a 11 S, each I()Il ~J \t l lll; • ' ti on {rullI 
a more dorsal region. ce, external cutielc ; ci, internal cuti J.' I , I Ct • LI 
Ivd, left va~ deferens i mc, mantle cavity; ri, right I' li i rvd, right " 

deferens; st, stalk i VIn, vi acc ral ma ~. X ,10. 
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In some places the internal cuticle of the mantle (ci in fig. 54 b) has lost its 
contact wih the surface. 

The male genital openings are found in the ventral half of the body, 
beyond the stalk. The male organs al'e so distinctly curved that the terminal 
part of the left testis proceeds ventrally into the visceral mass till a region 
beyond the stalk (fig. 54a). The two vasa deferentia (fig. 54-a, b) are of 
approximately equal size, the two testes have a strongly different size ,and 
shape. 'I'he right testis (fig. 54 b, c) forms a narrow, ~istinctly cl.lrved canal, 
in its dorsal part its inner wall has some ridges. The left testis forms a wide 

b 

Fig. SS. Lo."t:otIr3""C11s braclt3,t/lri.I', specimen 110. 897 A. a, surface view of excres
cences 011 the extel'l1al c.uticle; h, retinacula i c, cl, sectiollS of the external cuticle. 

X 530. 

sac, which is slightly compressed in a lateral direction. Its inner surface 
d<?cs not show pronounced ridges. 

In the colleteric glands a fairly large amount of branched canals is present. 
Four sections of the canal system of one of these glands in longitudinal 
st!ction are given ill fig. 49 d-g. Fig. 49 d is frol11 a region near the centre, 
here several large branches of the canal system are to be seen. Each fol
lowing section is from a more peripheral region. 'rhe number of canals is 
largest in fig. 49 e (48) and f (52), towards tIle periphery the number of 
canals gradually diminishes. 
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The external cuticle of the mantle is comparatively thin, in the greater 
part of the mantle its thickness varies from 20 to 35 p.. In some parts of the 
mantle the cuticle is thicker, to about 60 lA.. 

The surface of the extemal cuticle bears hairs or papillae which in general 
have the appearance of those drawn in fig. 55 a. Here they have a length 
of 10 to 16 p., the thickness of their basal part is up to 8 f~. On their tips they 
bear a crown of minute spines. Excrescences of a slightly different character 

Fig. 56. L oiro/II"la m" b'·I1Ch3,tll1·i.I', ~pecilllen no, 749 A I, longitudinal 
sectiolls; :\, through the stalk, each following section frolll a 1ll0l'e dor~al 
region. ce, ext~rnal cuticle; It, left te!\tis; lvd, left va~ deferens; n1C, 
mantle cavity; rl, right testis; rvd, right vas deferen!\; st, stalk; Vn1, 

visceral ma~s. X 30. 

~re shown in fig. 55 c and d. The excrescences of fig, 55 c are rather short 
.and thick (length 9 to 12 po, thickness about 6 IA.), they possess rather strong 
minute spines. The excrescences of fig. 55 d are thinner (length 7 to lOll, 

thickness about 4 lA.) , here the minute spines are much shorter and thinner. 
The internal cuticle of the mantle bears numerous retinacula which 

possess four to six spindles, which are 12 to 15 lA. long (fig. 55 b) . On these 
:spindles no barbs could be detected with certainty. 
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No. 749 A I. 
In the scries of longitudinal sections it is distinctly visible that the visceral 

mass is attached to the manrt1e at some distance from the stalk (fig. 56 a). 
The left vas deferens (fig. 56 a) forms a narrow canal which gradually 

passes into the left testis which also remains narrow. This testis is slightly 
curved, so that its terminal part chiefly runs in a postero-anterior direction 
(fig. 56 c). The right vas deferens (fig. 56 a, b, c) towards its dorsal part 
more or less increases in size, till it passes into the right testis (fig. 56 d). 
The latter consists of a wide pouch of more 01' less globular shape but which 
from the part of transition of the right vas deferens into this testis 
distinctly protrudes in a ventral direction, so that in sections from a more 
,rentral plane this testis is clearly 
visible (fig. S6 c, b) . Therefore 
without exaggeration it may be 
statcd that the right male genital 
organ is definitely curved. 

The canal system of the col
leteric glands is not very strongly 
divided. 'rhree sections of this 
canal system a re shO\vl1 here (fig. 
S7). Of these one Ca) is from a 
peripheral part, the second (b) 
nearer to the centre, and the third 
(c) from the neighbourhood of 
the central region. In each of 
the .two latter sections there are 
20 canals. 

lUeasl1rements of the thickness 
of the external cuticle of the mantle 
gave "alues varying from I6 to 

37 fL· 

a 
l·jg. ~7. Lo.1'o/hj'/llt'll.\· brcrL'llylh,.i.\" 
spcl:imcll Illl, 749 A I, longitudinal sec· 
tion:> of onc of the colletcric glands, 
rostcrior cnd at the upper Ride of the 

fig-tires. X 80. 

On the smface of the external cuticle there occur I1UI1WrOUS hairs or 
papillae, slightly varying in size and shape. Two parts of the external cuticle 
are reprt!senten in surface view in fig. 58, one (a) from the side which was 
turned against the thorax of the host, the other (b) from the side which 
faced the abdomen of the host. But the latter surface also possesses parts 
of the cuticle with shorter excrescences, and the former surface also shows 
longer hairs. The papillae represented in fig. 58 a vary in length from 4.5 
to 91L, their thkkness is up to 4 p., the excrescences of fig. 58 bare 9 to 
15 IL long and up to 4 p, thick. A 11 these excrescences hear a crown of 
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minute spines on their extremities. ;rwo sections of the external cuticle 
arc drawn in the figl1re, one (fig. 58 c) with short papillae ( length 4 to 71.1. ), 
th e ther ( f ig. 58 d) with mu ' h long r excrescences ( 19 to 27 /.I. long). n 
gcn raJ all these x creSCC I1C S are of the same type, llothwil'hstanding their 
di ff rent dimensions. 

On the internal cuticle of the mantle there occur numerous retinacula, 

b 

e 

Fig. 58. LO.l"ot/I),faclIs fwach"f/rri.1', {pccimen no. 749 A I. a, b, surface view of 
excrcsC'ences in various pArts of the external cuticle: c, d, sections of the external 

l~lIticle; e, retinacula. X 5 .~O. 

distributed in the usual manner. Three retinacula are drawn in fig. 58 e, 
they have three or four spindles each, the latter have a length of 12 to 15 I' 
and are distinctly barbed. 
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The three specimens . on X antho, together with the specimen on Lybia, 
have sufficient common characters to regard them as specifically identical. 
Especially the uncommon wide shape of at least one of the testes forms an 
important common character. On the other hand the differences among the 
specimtins are rather striking. In the first place the mutual situation of 
visceral mass and stalk may differ, As far as concerns the three specimens 
on Xantho, in one (897 A) there is a considerable distance between the two 
organs, in another (702 A) this distance is slight, and in the third (814 A) 
the two organs are in direct contact. In the specimen on Lybia there is a 
slight distance between visceral mass and stalk. 

The male genital organs too show distinct differences, l.'hey may be of 
about equal size (nos. 814 A and 702 A) or one of the testes is large, the 
other small (nos. 897 A and 749 A I), Finally the curvature of the male 
organs may be pronounced or not. As far as concerns this curvature it must 
be stated here that in Loxothylacus brachythri..x it is not a wide arch as in 
most species of the genus, Owing to the enlarged state of the testes these 
parts of the male organs are more or less globular or short sausage-shaped. 
The curvature principally consists of a bend at a right angle: the vasa 
deferentia. run in a. ventro.dprsal direction, the chief axis of the testes is 
one in a postero-anterior direction. The following table gives a survey of 
the variation in the male organs, In this table moreover the chief particulars 
of these organs in specimen no. 723 A, the type of LoxothylaCtts a11l.oc1t1~s., 

described in the present paper, are given, as this species is very similar to 
L. brachythrix. 

N umber of specimen and 
name of host 

814 A, on 
X'IIIII,o sa"Ullj,'eJls 

702 A, 011 

X affl /'0 sallouillfflS 

897 A, 011 

Xa"I},o sa"Ufi.it,eus 

749 A 1, on 
Lybia /essc/lata 

723 A, on 
Ph'j'mod·jus gr(llllt/(ltHs 

Size of male genital organs 

about equal, both testes 
enlarged into wide pouches 

about equal, hoth testes 
enlarged into wide pouches 

left large, ending as wide 
pouch; right smaller, 
narrow 

right large, ending as wide 
pouch; left small 

about equal, hoth testes 
enlarged into comparative
ly wide pouchc!I 

Curvature of male genital 
organs 

not very pronounced 

not very pronounced 

very pronounced in both 
testes 

left not very pronounced, 
right very pronounced 

very pronounced in both 
testc~ 

1\he colleteric glands of the four specimens of Loxoth),lacus brach:ythrix 
do not differ in important details, In the specimen on Lybia the number 
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()f canals is smaller than in the specimens on X all.tllO, but this may b~ 
caused by the difference in size: the larger diameter of the specimen on 
Lybia. is 4 .!~ 111111, the specimens on X antlw have a larger diameter of IQ to 
13 mm. 

In the four specimens the cuticulaI' excrescences are strongly alike. Their 
dimensions vary considerably, but the grade of variation in the different 
parts of the cuticle of each separate specimen is wider than that of the 
excrescences of the various specimens among each other. The same hold~ 
for the retinacula, which slightly vary in shape and size. 

Besides Loxothylacils brochythrix ther\! are some more species of the 
genus in which the excrescences of the external cuticle consist of small 
hairs, spines or papillae. These species differ from L. brachyf"ri~/ in the 
following characters (for each species only one or two important characters 
given) : 

L. panopa.ci, testes not enlarged into wide pouches. 
L. Spi1l1t!OS14S, testes not enlarged into wide potlches, spines of the cutidt:

about 4~~ '/~ long'. 
L. ft·.1~a/l1tS, testes partially united into a cOl1lmon wide pouch. 
L. SclC1·otllri.f., testes widely communicating at their terminal parts. 

rdinacula with numerous small spindles. 
L. lIi~"'stl'aszi, testes 110t enlarged into wide pouches, papillae 4 to 6 f~ long. 
L. amVL'l/jts, described in the following pages, excrescences of the external 

cuticle with minute hairs, which are not arranged in a kind of crown on 
the tip, retinacula with minute knobs instead of spindles. 

Loxothylacul amoenus novo spec. 

(fig:;. SCJ-(ll) 

J ~Jlecimen ~xamilled ; 
72.~ A. Near KClepung, Tilllor. I'eef, 5 Del'. lC):lI), Oil P""lI/odif~S 111'(111111,,111,1' (Targ. 

Ton:.) j 5 X 4 X :2 IllJl1. 

Specific characters. IVIale genital organs in the posterior part of the 
visceral mass, of about equal size, both enlarged into comparatively wide 
pouches. Curvature of male organs distinct. Colleteric glands with a mod
erate quantity of branched canals. 

External cuticle covered with hairs or papilla:e which on their lips bear 
minute lateral hairs. The size of the 'excrescences varies from 2 to 13 p.. 

Retinacula with about 8 or 10 small chitinol1s knobs of a size of about 1.5 /1, 

without barbs. 
The specimen has a roundish shape, the posterior region is slightly nar

rower than the anterior part. Tht~ mantle opening is surrounded by a short 
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tube, which forms a papilla on the anterior margin. The mantle opening 
itself is turned against the thorax of the host. As there are no eggs in the 
mantle cavity the shape of the animal probably cannot be regarded as typical 
for the species, in general the appearance of the animal is similar to that of 
young specimens of other species. The mantle does not show pronounced 
grooves or ridges. 

The particulars of the specimen as far as concerns the genital organs and 
the cuticular excrescences arc descriherl below. 

Fig. 59. Lo.rolh)'/IICIIs a/llOClI1l.1', longitudinal sccti()n~; a, thruugh the stalk, 
each following ~cction from a more dorsal region. It, Jeft testis; Ivd, left 
vas deferrns; mc, mantle cavity; rt, right testis; rvd, right vas deferens; 

~l, stalk; Vnl, visceral mass. X ,\0. 

In longitudinal sections through the centre of the stalk one of the generic 
characters of Loxoth)llac1ts in this specimen is not distinct: the visceral 
mass is ill contact with the stalk (fig. 59 a). Towards the dorsal region of 
the stalk the visceral mass already is shi fteel to one side (fig. 59 b), in 
sections of a more dorsal region this character remains distinct (fig. 
59 c, d). 
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In the neighbourhood of the stalk the vasa deferentia are narrow canals 
(fig. 59 a, b), towards their transition into the testes they become somewhat 
wider, but the lumen remains narrow as a result of ridges on' the inner 
surface (fig. 59c). At the beginning of the dorsal curvature of the male 
organs they have a thick wall (fig. 59 d), the testes themselves are com
paratively wide. The male genital organs of the left and the right side 
both are equally well developed. 
. Three longitudinal sections of the canal system in one of the colleteric 
glands are given in· fig. Po, one (a) from the region in which the canal 

Fig. 60. Lo.1:othylaclI.r a 1110 CII1U, longitudinaJ sections of one of the 
colleteric glands, pO!lterior end at the upper side of the fikures. X 107. 

system is most strongly divided, the second (b) from a mOl'e periphel'al part, 
the third Cc) from a still more peripheral region. In fig. 60 a the number 
of large and smaller branches of the canal system is 54, a fairly large 
amount. 

The external cuticle of the mantle is rather thin, in general its thickness 
varies from 4 to 9IL, though in certain parts it may become thicker, to 
about 30 "". 

The surface of the external cuticle is covered with papillae which vary 
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in length from 2 to 13 IJ. and usually bear a large number of minute spines, 
chiefly on their tips. On the surface of the mantl which was in contact 
with the thorax of the host (fig. 61 a, b, e, f) the e,' 'rcscences as a rule are 

~ 
f 

e g 
Fig, 61, L n,l'o fltylar:us nlllomlll,f, a, basal parts of the excrescences 011 the external 
cuticle; b, upper part s of the same excrCSCC11(~e~; c, surface view of excrescences 
on the external cuti le; d. (me retinaculum on the internal cuticle and two other 

reti nacula; e-g. ~ections of the external cuticle. X 530, 
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somewhat larger than those on the surface which was turned against the 
abdomen of the host (fig. 61 c, g). Fig. 61 a shows a number of excrescences 
as they are distributed on the cuticle, only the basal parts of these are 
drawn here. In fig. 61 b exactly the same part of the cuticle is represented 
with the topmost parts of the same excrescences. As these figures show, 
the tops of the excrescences are more or less round, they possess numerous 
small spines. Towards the base the papillae become irregularly polygonal. 
The diametel' of the topmost parts is 3 to 7 p., the diameter of the basal 
parts 3 to 10 iJ.. In fig. 61 c a part of the cuticle with very short papillae 
is drawn. The minute spines which occur in the tops are represented together 
with the basal parts with their irregularly polygonal contours. H ere the basal 
parts have a diameter of 3 to 12 iJ.. In the sections drawn in the same figure 
som~ papillae in full length are to be seen. One section (fig. 61 e) shows 
papillae of a length of 10 to 13 p-, which are devoid of minute spines. A 
second section (fig. 6r f) represent papilln ' f fairly lurg lz J ngth 
7 to ro iJ.) bearing numerous small SlJin ' , II I inlly in th ir UP] 'r part . 
In a third section (fig. 61 g) small papilla a rc i illt f a letl 1h { 10 3 11., 
which in their upper parts are divi JIlI nUIl1 (' TOU small , pin ' .. 1'h 
papillae of fig. 61 f correspond with those of fig. 61 a, b, those of fig. 61 g 
correspond with the excrescences of fig. 6r c. . 

On the internal cuticle of the mantle there occur retinacula of an uncom
mon shape. It is certain that we are dealing with retinacula here, for they 
occur on parts of th'e cttticle where the cells of the epithelium of the mantle' 
are regularly arranged in more or less circular patches, indicated by the 
parts of the cuticle secreted by each individual cell (fig. 61 d). In the centre 
of these patches there occurs a more or less circular region on which there 
are about 8 or 10 small chitinous knobs with a diameter of about 1.5 iJ.. The 
figure shows besides one of these retinacula with the surrounding parts of 
the cuticle two more (from other parts of the internal cuticle) without these 
surroundings. It is not certain whether the retinacula in this shape are 
typical for the species or perhaps are in a more or less degenerated state. 
The chitin of the internal cuticle, including that of the retinacula, however, 
is of a transparent kind, so that probably the retinacula of this species 
are of this aberrant shape, with very small excrescences which hardly may 
be regarded as spindles. 

In the specimen of Loxothylac1fs amOCHUS described above the visceral I 
mass is directly in contact with the visceral mass, so that an important 
character of th ' g nus is not typical. 

The male organs remind strongly of those in Loxothylaws brachytltri:r, 
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their curvature is rather pronounced as compared with the latter genus. 
Both testes are enlarged into wide pouches, which have a comparatively thick 
wall. It is improbable that this may form a character of the species. Probably 
the specimen is comparatively young, for there are no eggs in the mantle 
cavity, and the shape of the animal too points to the fact'that it has not 
yet obtained its definite fonn. When this is right the testes during further 
growth may become still wider and acquire a thinner wall. 

The colleteric glands of I •. amoe1l1ts do not differ in important details 
from those of L. brachythr·ix. 

The excrescences of the external cuticle are of a slightly different type 
from those of L. bracJrythrix. The minute hairs on the tips of the excres
cences in L. amOCMtS are not as regularly arranged as in the other species. 
The retinacula of L. amocu.tts (if really the chitinous formations described 
and figured here are the typical retinacula of the species) differ from 
those of all the other species of the genus. 

From the other species of the genus Loxoth'ylacus which have excres
cences of a similar kind the species described here is distinct, the chief 
characters causing the differences are given on a previous page (under 
L. brachythrix). 

Loxothylacul Iclerothrix Boschma 1933 b 
(figs. 62-65) 

I specimen examined: 
998 A. Amboina, Il-J7 Sept. 1930, on Xalltlro smlgteil!€'If.S (M. Edw.); 7 X 5 X 

20 mm. 

The specific characters ,of Loxothylacus sclcrothrix are given in the first 
part of the present paper. The particulars of specimen no. 998 A may be 
·described as follows. 

The animal is broadly oval with concave anterior and posterior regions, 
so that it is more or less dumb-bell shaped. The mantle opening does not 
protrude above the surface of the mantle, it is a narrow opening lying near 
the anterior margin, on the surface which was turned against the thorax 
of the host. With the exception of a pronounced groove in the posterior 
part of the surface which was facing the abdomen of the host the mantle 
does not show distinct grooves or ridges. 

The specimen shows the following particulars. 

In the figures drawn f r0111 the series of longitudinal sections (fig. 62) 
the stalk is not shown, it occurs in a region corresponding with the upper 
part of the drawings, so that the visceral mass is attached to the mantle at 
some distance from the stalk. 

The two male genital organs are of approximately equal size and shape, 
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In their ventral region the two vasa deferentia are comparatively narrow 
(fig. 62 a), towards their ventral part they considerably increase in size 
(fig. 62 h, c), whilst' distinct ridges develop on the inner surface of these 
organs. They pass into the testes whIch fit'st run along the mesentery (fig. 
62 d, e), and in' a more dorsal plane show a distinct curve of medium width 

Fig. 62. L f} :I'fI I/ry /u CII$ st:la otlll'i,\', sp(l(' jm' ll l W, CJ9B A, lollgi1ucJinn l 
,ecli 11 : n, through Ih v ntral rl!l{irJII nf the mal organ. , ' ach 
ful10wing section from a ma r durJ;aJ rcg-ioll. 11., le ft testi s ; 

mc, man tl e cavi ty; ft, righ t le 'II!; j vd , vaso\ dden!111 in; V Ill, v i. (' 'I'nl 
mass. X 30. 

( fi g. 62 f ). T he r ecul'v cl parts of th ' te t s at first remain. epa raled (f ig. 
62 c, low 'I' part ), bu t th' terminal parts of the tc t ' 5 b com uni ted (fig. 
62 d) and at last fo rm but a single wide, slightly compress cl tub fi g. 62 c), 
o th al lhe te rminal pa rts o! the two lestes a re widely cOl1lmunicating. 
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The colleteric glands possess a fairly large amount of branched canals. 
Longitudinal sections through one of these glands, showing the distribution 
of the canals, are represented in fig. 63. One of the sections (a) is from the 
neighbourhood of the female genital opening, so that it shows some of the 
larger branches of the canal system. The second (a) is from a more 
peripheral part, from the region in which the canal system is most strongly 
divided, so that 48 of the canals are visible. The third section (c) is from 
a still more peripheral region, in which the canals become narrower and 
smaller in number. 

Some measurements of the thickness of the external cuticle gave amounts 

Fig, 63, l.o.n1ill)'itu',lIs .~cl('rolllr.j,t', !\pe~i1l1ell no, 998 A, longitudinal ~ections of one 
of the colleteric gland!!, posterior end at the upper side of the figures, X 107. 

of 18 to 401L, but there may be parts of the mantle in which this cuticle is 
thinner or thicker. 

On its surface the external cuticle is rather densely covered with small 
papillae which at their tops possess a number of minute spines, as a rule 
arranged in onc ci1'cular row. The shape and size of these papillae is subject 
to slight variation, as fig. 64 c, cl, e shows. In one of the sections represented 
in this figure the papillae are 6 to 9 f' long (c), in another the length is 
6 to 8 f' (d), and in a third 9 to 12 fL (e). The thickness of the papillae 
'rCnllllinckia v 
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varies from 3 tot 71L. The spines at the top of the papillae may be short (c) 
or much longer (c). 'I'hc papillae fonn a rather dense covering of the upper 
surface of the cuticle (fig. 64 a), in some parts of the cuticle they fann 
such a compact mass that the individual papillae are almost in close contact 
(fig. 64 b). In surface view it is apparent that the minute gpines of the 
papillae form a more or less circular crown. 

The surface of the internal cuticle of the mantle shows retinacula in 

d 

"A 
b 

~~V~/M{}1V~Wljw~ 

e 

Fig. 64. LO.1·otlr,'{aclIs scfcro I Irri .• , specimen no. 998 A. a, b, surface view of excres
cences in various part~ of the external cuticle; c-e, ser.tions of the external cuticle. 

X 530. 

large numbers. Fig. 65 a shows the distribution of these retinacula, they 
are far more numerous than generally in the Sacculinidae. A few individual 
l'etinacula are represented on a larger scale in fig. 65 b- f. Each retinaculum 
occupies a fairly large area of the internal cuticle (diameter of this area 
30 to 50 p.). On this area there arc IS to 30 spindles, a much larger number 
than usually in the Sacculinidae. 1'b individual spindles, however, are of 
small size, varying in length from 4 to 8 p., they seem to be devoid of barbs. 
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The type specimen of La%othylaC1ls scleratMix was a parasite of Actaea 
balctaria Rathbun from the Western Indian Ocean. Moreover another 
specimen from the same locality, a parasite of Carpilodcs pcdigcr Alcock, 
was identified as L. sclcrotll1'ix (Boschma, 1933 b). The retinacula of the 
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Fig. 65. Lo.rolh3,lacli$ ulcrolhri.1·, specimcn 110. 9C)8 A. a, rctinacula as they are 
distributed on the internal cuticle i b-f, retinacula. a, X 130; b~f, X 530. 

specimen on Xatltho sanguincus described above in all respects are similar 
to those of the type specimen, a strong argument in favour of the identity 
of the specimen on X antho with the type of the species. Moreover male 
genital organs and colleteric glands are alike in all important details. The 
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excrescences of the external cuticle are different to some degree, in the 
type specimen they are 10 to 2S IJ. long, in the specimen described here they 
measure 6 to 12 IJ.. Moreover the excrescences of the type specimen possess 
minute lateral hairs, which have not been observed in the specimen described 
above. These differences however, certainly arc a result of individual 
variation. 

Lo~othylacus sclerothrix is a well defined species of the genus, it differs 
from all other described species by the peculiarly united testes and by the 
retinacula of very uncommon structure. 
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